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Summary

This dissertation deconstructs what is commonly understood as the cycle of violence into its two respective players, perpetrators and victims, and closely examines their experiences with appetitive aggression. The first article addresses one of the most extreme expressions of violence: torture. By examining both the implementers and recipients of torture, this article serves to establish the binarily juxtaposed roles of perpetrators and victims, respectively. Outlining the psychological consequences of the cycle of violence, this article highlights that both perpetrators and victims are often impacted by the violence they experienced. The current perpetrator-victim binary is unable to depict the complexity of the reality presented in the current literature: many perpetrators were also once victims themselves, and many victims can go on to perpetrate violence against others.

This binary of perpetrator versus victim can also reinforce other reductionist conceptualizations, such as assuming that males have a higher propensity for enjoying aggression than females. Inasmuch as males and females each have comparable capacities for being traumatized by victimization, they can also find the perpetration of aggression appealing. The second article compares male and female combatants and found similar levels of appetitive aggression as compared to their civilian counterparts. Furthermore, the more violence perpetrated, often were the levels of appetitive aggression higher. The results demonstrate that, just as there is overlap between the mental health complications challenging perpetrators and victims following perpetration of and exposure to, respectively, violence, there can also be significant similarities between males and females with respect to their experience of perpetrating violence.

The third article continues the disentangling of the perpetrator-victim binary by exploring male and female experiences of violence, this time taking both perpetrated and endured violence into account. Specifically, this study found significant moderation effects of sex that suggest sex-linked pathways in the development of appetitive aggression. Childhood maltreatment was negatively associated and traumatic events were not associated with appetitive aggression in females, while in males, appetitive aggression was positively associated with both childhood maltreatment and traumatic events. Moreover, perpetrated events were more strongly correlated with appetitive aggression for females than for males, especially in combatants.

The fourth article zooms in on the developmental factors involved in appetitive aggression as evaluated in the third article, however this time focusing only on female individuals with varying degrees of violent perpetration: former combatants, armed-group supporters, and civilians. Former combatants experienced more traumatic events, perpetrated more violence, had the highest levels of PTSD and reported higher levels of appetitive aggression than supporters and civilians. Supporters had higher levels of appetitive aggression than civilians, while all three groups reported similar exposure to
childhood maltreatment, and childhood maltreatment was a stronger predictor for appetitive aggression than PTSD. Appetitive aggression and childhood maltreatment contributed to various forms of aggression independent of one another, increasing overall levels of aggression. These findings illustrate that abuse suffered during childhood, symptoms of PTSD and finding violence appealing all play roles in current levels of aggressive behavior. This study demonstrates that especially in contexts of armed conflict, individuals can transition from victims’ roles to perpetrating roles only to return to victims’ roles again, and even be in both roles simultaneously. The perpetrator-victim binary is likely better represented by a more dualistic understanding of the perpetrator and victim roles in the cycle of violence.

The results from the second, third and fourth articles highlight that neither sex is immune to appetitive aggression and should not be underestimated as such in the consideration of mental health interventions and reintegration programs. The fifth and final article transitions the investigation of appetitive aggression from the conflict region of Burundi to a civilian context in Germany and examines appetitive competition motivation in the high level, high contact sport of women’s football, simultaneously investigating its relationship with gender identity and other socialization factors. This study is a first step in exploring a civilian form of appetitive aggression exclusively in females in a context with far less exposure and access to violence than in high conflict contexts, such as in regions reeling from multiple waves of civil war.

These investigations combine to provide evidence that the current perpetrator-victim binary inadequately represents the reality of individuals involved in the system of violence. This research shows that in contexts in which individuals are perpetrating violence against others, all individuals are at an increased risk for experiencing appetitive aggression, regardless of sex. The case is made that not only should individuals having perpetrated violence be holistically evaluated with respect to their experiences as victims, but also that individuals who perpetrate violence should be examined in all of their diversity, regardless of where they lie on the biological sex and gender spectrums and in light of their own individual experiences with violence and aggression.
Zusammenfassung


Der vierte Artikel wirft einen detaillierten Blick auf die Entwicklungsfaktoren, die in der appetitiven Aggression involviert sind, die Auswertung wird dabei methodisch wie im dritten Artikel vollzogen, aber hier nur bezogen auf weibliche Personen mit unterschiedlichem Grad an Gewalterfahrung: ehemalige Kombattanten, bewaffnete Gruppenunterstützer und Zivilisten. Ehemalige Kämpfer erlebten mehr traumatische Ereignisse, verübten mehr


Die Untersuchungen im Verbund machen evident, dass das gegenwärtige Täter-Opfer Binär die Realität der an dem System der Gewalt beteiligten Personen nur unzureichend repräsentiert. In Kontexten, in denen Einzelpersonen Gewalt gegen andere verüben, haben alle Individuen ein erhöhtes Risiko für das Auftreten von appetitiven Aggression, unabhängig vom biologischen Geschlecht. 13 Es wird das Argument vorgetragen, dass nicht nur Einzelpersonen, die Gewalt begangen haben, in Bezug auf ihre Erfahrungen als Opfer ganzheitlich beurteilt, sondern auch, dass Personen, die Gewalt verüben, in all ihrer Vielfalt untersucht werden sollten; und zwar unabhängig davon, wo sie auf den Spektrum des biologischen und sozialen Geschlechts liegen und im Lichte ihrer eigenen individuellen Erfahrungen mit Gewalt und Aggression stehen.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
1.1 The Cycle of Violence

Despite earnest efforts, violence persists as an ultimate challenge to a civil society. It is likely that every individual alive has been exposed to a form of violence at least once in their lifetime, with a majority of those individuals having been exposed to multiple events. These instances of victimization are situated in a model of violence in which perpetrators inflict violence against victims.

![Perpetration] Violence [Victimization]

Figure 1.1: The Trajectory of Violence. In this model, perpetrators inflict violence upon victims.

Unfortunately, violence often does not cease after being inflicted upon its victims. For example, regions battered by conflict are often afflicted by seemingly ever-increasing episodes of violence (e.g. Buvnic & Morrison, 2003; Mattaini, 2003). Extreme violence is consequential for all involved, whether directly or indirectly, and impacts both the implementers and the recipients of violence as well as anyone interacting with either of the two (Dekel & Goldblatt, 2008). Those impacted are left to pick up the pieces while often simultaneously needing to adapt and prepare for the next waves of violence likely to follow. Researchers have shown that the damage individuals incur following exposure to violence is not limited to physiological injuries but can be manifested in trauma symptomology and/or by perpetrating further forms of violence (Elbert, Rockstroh, Kolassa, Schauer & Neuner, 2006; Hecker, Hermenau, Maedl, Elbert, & Schauer, 2012; MacManus et al., 2012).

The phrase “violence breeds violence” was coined in the initial research efforts investigating the connections between abuse and neglect experienced in childhood and the subsequent violence perpetrated later in life (Curtis, 1963). Follow-up studies confirmed the “cycle of violence,” and went further to suggest that abuse suffered during childhood can predispose an individual to perpetrate violence against others (Widom, 1989). It is crucial to note that the violence perpetrated by individuals having been previously victimized may not only be limited to a reactionary effort directed at their prior assailants but also towards others unrelated to the violence they originally endured, and even possibly towards one’s own partner or children (Pears & Capaldi, 2001; Widom, Czaja, & DuMont, 2015). Individuals raised in violent households, in juxtaposition to those who were not, are twice as likely to abuse their own children (Elbert et al., 2006). As one victim can lead to countless subsequent victims, the cycle of violence has the potential to produce a never-ending stream of suffering individuals. This observed complexity is depicted in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: The Transmission of Violence. This updated model represents a linear occurrence of violent events that produces subsequent victims.

The aforementioned literature offers empirical evidence that violence should not be reduced to a dialectical opposition of “good” victims versus “bad” perpetrators but rather viewed as a convoluted intermingling of the two in which victims can become perpetrators and perpetrators have often been, and can be again, victimized. The present dissertation works to transition the discourse on violence from a binary conceptualization, i.e. perpetrators and victims, to a more dualistic interpretation in which the individuals perpetrating violence and the individuals receiving violence are two aspects of the greater whole. A daunting task, attempts to curb or prevent this cycle of violence require a systematic evaluating the psychological mechanism fueling the utilization of violence: aggression. Human aggression is highly complex and has several forms that range on a reactive-proactive spectrum that will be discussed in greater detail (See sections 1.2.2 and 1.3).

This introduction begins by first exploring the neurological and psychological mechanisms at work in processing both exposure to and perpetration of violence. Secondly, the theoretical constructs delineating the forms of aggression utilized in violent perpetration will be defined and explored. Finally, there will be a deconstruction of commonly employed schematics that polarize victims and perpetrators, and later even males and females, in their attempts to generalize the key players in the cycle of violence. This process will demonstrate that reducing individuals to “good” victims juxtaposed to “bad” perpetrators not only underestimates the complexity of human violence by largely ignoring the intersection of numerous contextual factors but also undermines efforts to prevent or heal the damages incurred from that violence. A new model of the cycle of violence will be offered that hints towards the case that the very “cycle of violence” under investigation is a misnomer representing what could be better understood as the “cycles of violence.”

*Important aside: The terms “perpetrator” and “victim,” will be used throughout this work to represent individuals who have perpetrated and been victimized by violence, respectively. This is done for brevity, however it is also accompanied with the admission that the utilization of highly reductionist terms run the risk of further entrenching the ideology of the very binary under scrutiny. The reader is asked to bear the complexity illustrated for each role in mind when considered both perpetrators’ and victims’ roles in the presented investigations and discussion.
1.2 The Mind and Exposure to Violence

1.2.1 Neurological Response

Taking into account the experience of perpetration and victimization involved in the cycle of violence, researchers have developed neural pathway models that represent the networks established in response to victimization and perpetration—the fear and hunting networks—respectively. The fear network (see Figure 1.3a) is a neurological pathway that is established in response to violence and potentially life threatening experiences. In what is labeled the “building-block effect” following trauma exposure (for more detail, see Section 1.2), with each new hostile experience, an additional location within the network can be added (Elbert et al., 2006; Elbert & Schauer, 2002). However, there is also evidence that extension of the fear network can be minimized or possibly inhibited through the utilization of an additional, parallel network, the hunting network (see Figure 1.3b), which is characterized by approach to violent cues rather than the fear network’s distinctive avoidance thereof (Elbert et al., 2010; Weierstall et al., 2011).

The two networks function to compartmentalize threatening exposure to violence within the fear network and appealing elements associated with the perpetration of violence within the hunting network. As these networks develop over the lifespan, subsequent exposure to events that resemble previously experienced victimization or perpetration are registered as cues that trigger a response from the respective neural network, resulting in the evocation of either an averse or an approach response to the cue. However, exposure to violence is often not so easily compartmentalized due to the potential overlap of cues, which can be a myriad of sensations, cognitions and physiological responses. For example, the smell of blood, a sensation cue, can trigger both the fear and the hunting networks depending on the context and other cues experienced (example: I smell blood which I am bound and gagged versus I smell blood while a man is bound and gagged below me).

1.2.2 Psychological Response

Victimization

Victimization occurs each time an individual’s life or integrity is threatened, and, rather than vanishing once the threat is neutralized, the damage remains and accumulates over the life span. Life-threatening accidents, serious injury, natural disasters or physical and sexual assault are all potentially traumatizing events that occur everyday around the world. And, exposure, whether directly experienced, witnessed, or indirectly experienced through the direct, violent or accidental experience of a close friend or family member, to even just one such event, can result in the development of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. PTSD significantly impacts daily functioning as it manifests in a network of intrusions, avoidance behaviors, and alterations in cognitions, mood, arousal, and reactivity (DSM-V; American
Figure 1.3: (a) The Fear Network, associated with negative affective valence, represents the related sensory, cognitive and physiological memories, devoid of temporal or situational cues that follow exposure to potentially traumatizing events and constitute PTSD symptomology. (b) The Hunting Network, representing the related sensory, cognitive and physiological memories, also devoid of temporal or situations cues that follow experiences of perpetrating violence, is characterized by positive affective valence. (from Elbert et al., 2010).
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Psychiatric Association, 2013). Elbert et al. (2006) explain the core symptoms of PTSD in greater detail as:

1. re-experiencing symptoms that manifest at night in the form of nightmares and in the waking state as flashbacks and intrusive recollections which are so intense that the victim actually believes to be back amidst the atrocities,

2. an exaggerated startle response and a persistent hyperarousal, difficulties in calming down or falling asleep; all these symptoms describe a readiness for fight or flight rather than a permanently enhanced autonomic activation, and

3. an active avoidance of places or thoughts associated with traumatic experiences and/or passive avoidance symptoms, i.e., numbing emotional responsiveness as a way to cope with unbearable feelings. In severe cases this may include dissociative symptoms, e.g., feelings of detachment or estrangement from the external world (derealization) and of oneself (depersonalization), or even persecutory delusions. (p. 6)

PTSD is also often accompanied by other comorbid symptomatology, such as depression, suicidality, and substance abuse (Brady, Killeen, Brewerton, & Lucerini, 2000; Krysinska & Lester, 2010). Increased risk for mental health complications then burdens individuals with an elevated risk for future victimization and exposure to violence that thereby render the “building block effect” of trauma that has been identified in numerous crisis regions (Amone-P’Olak, Garnefski, & Kraaij, 2007; Cataniet al., 2008; Chapman et al., 2004; Edwards, Holden, Anda, & Felitti, 2003; Elbert et al., 2009, Hermanau et al., 2011; Kolassa & Elbert, 2007; Neuner, Schauer, Karunakara, et al., 2004).

This “building-block effect” of exposure to violence is particularly applicable in the context of war where potentially traumatizing events are often intensified and multiplied. Combatants in particular are exposed more frequently to intentional, interpersonal violence, such as hand-to-hand combat, enemy violence, violence from fellow comrades, capture and being held hostage, torture, starvation, massacres, and rape. Combatants adapted to the threats associated with war by prioritizing a stress-responsive pathway that supports the fight or flight response to the threat while also increasing the risk of mental illness (Elbert et al., 2006), severe PTSD (Priebe et al., 2013; Prigerson, Maciejewski, & Rosenheck, 2001) and other comorbidities (Ginzburg, Ein-Dor, & Solomon, 2010; Hendin, & Haas, 1991; Keane & Kaloupek, 1997; Seal et al., 2011; Klasen et al., 2010; Köbach et al., 2014; Odenwald et al., 2009; Pfeiffer & Elbert, 2011; Pham, Vinck, & Stover, 2009). This is problematic because, in juxtaposition to the “flight” mode and its associated avoidant behaviors, the “fight” trajectory of the stress response to threat can be expressed through aggressive behavior. In other words, reactions exhibited following activation of the fear network can present as aggressively as those stemming from the hunting network. For
example, the PTSD symptoms related to arousal and reactivity can be exhibited as unprovoked, angry outbursts directed at others (DSM-V; American Psychiatric Association, 2013). PTSD has been linked to aggressive behavior in combatants and veterans (Beckham, Feldman, Kirby, Hertzberg, & Moore, 1997; McFall, Fontana, Raskind, & Rosenheck, 1999). Moreover, violent behavior in soldiers and veterans has been specifically associated with PTSD hyperarousal symptoms in several studies (MacManus et al., 2013; Savarese, Suvak, King, & King, 2001; Taft et al., 2007). The reactive form of aggressive behavior plays a role in subsequent perpetuation of violence, domestic and otherwise, however it is a response to the aggression proactively imposed on the victims by the perpetrators. Thereby, the aggression exhibited by an activated fear network is categorically different than and not to be confused with the aggression exhibited by an activated hunting network.

Perpetration

The perpetration of extreme violence is often not isolated to singular instances, but has been identified as prevalent in armed groups and even in the general population (Schaal, Heim, & Elbert, 2014; Weierstall, Castellanos, Neuner, & Elbert, 2013). The individuals proactively perpetrating violence utilize aggression as a means to accomplish a variety of goals. Aggression, understood generally as any and every attempt to inflict bodily damage or physical pain on a target motivated to avoid such behavior (Zillmann, 1979), is an evolved social behavior utilized in the defense or acquisition of resources (Berkowitz, 1993). Aggression offers competitive advantages, such as increased social status (Daly & Wilson, 1996; Shackelford, 2005), wealth (Anderson & Bushman, 2002), and reproductive success (Bernhardt, 1997). However, even when the rewards are highly motivating, aggressive behavior can be tedious and risky (Nelson & Trainor, 2007). Campbell (2005) describes aggression as a strategy contingent upon results in which the reward value multiplied by the probability of reward acquisition is greater than the cost value multiplied by the probability of cost incurrence. As extrinsic rewards often do not provide sufficient motivation for sustained personal risk, several researchers concluded that there are also intrinsic reward mechanisms at play. For example, in deconstructing the motivation behind a perpetrator’s utilization of violence, Nell (2006) highlights cruelty, the deliberate and often pleasurable harming of another, as a vital component that has been substantially documented both empirically (Haney et al., 1973; Milgram, 1974; Zimbardo, 2003) and observationally (Browning 1993, Grossman 1995, Tester 1997). Nell theorizes cruelty to be an evolutionarily adaptive “behavioral by-product of predation” that is advantageous for survival and reproduction and that the pleasure associated with cruelty is a “culturally elaborated manifestation of the predatory adaptation” (p.211).

There are obvious consequences for perpetrating violence, such as personal injury, guilt or punishment. However there are also mental health implications. The clearest examples of the fallout following perpetration lie in contexts of extreme violence such as
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Combat. As several studies have demonstrated, the perpetration of extreme violence can be potentially traumatizing for the attacker (Bayer et al., 2007; Vinck et al., 2007). For example, even after controlling for battle intensity, veterans having killed another person demonstrated higher PTSD symptomology than their non-killing compatriots, suggesting a perpetration-induced form of traumatic stress (MacNair, 2001; 2002). Other researchers also demonstrated that, separate from combat exposure, killing and harming others in war leave some perpetrators traumatized (Dohrenwend, Yager, Wall, & Adams, 2013; Maguen et al., 2010; Van Winkle & Safer, 2011). Individuals can be damaged by their perpetration, which is likely the reason why many individuals report various aversions or resistance to inflicting violence on others, such as in cases in which only a small percentage of soldiers reported firing their weapons during combat (Grossman, 1995) or professional torturers have reported trauma symptoms (Gibson & Haritos-Fatouros, 1986).

It is evident that both victims and perpetrators contend with PTSD and aggressive behavior following their respective exposure to and perpetration of extreme violence. However there is a key distinction between aggression exhibited stemming from the hunting network as opposed to that from the fear network. A study with former combatants demonstrated that it was appetitive aggression and not PTSD symptomology that correlated with subsequent perpetration (Köbach, Schaal & Elbert, 2014). Perpetrators and victims are both potentially violent but for very different reasons. Owing to the strikingly opposing perspectives on the violence maintained by victims and perpetrators, it is crucial not to limit investigations on the cycle of violence only to the experience of the victims (Baumeister & Campbell, 1999). This dissertation proceeds to focus on the proactive players the cycle of violence by focusing on contexts of extreme violence and the form of aggression predominantly exhibited therein.

1.3 Enjoying Violence: The Role of Appetitive Aggression

Cruelty has its rewards. Individuals actively involved in violence reported intrinsic rewards such as excitement and pleasure being associated with violent perpetration (Konner, 2006; MacNair, 2006; Silva, Derecho, Leong, Weinstock, & Ferrari, 2001), a form of aggression researchers label as “appetitive aggression” (Elbert et al., 2010; Weierstall & Elbert, 2011). As means to categorize the appetitive form of aggression, this dissertation utilizes the dichotomous conceptualization of aggression on a continuum ranging from instrumental (proactive, appetitive, predatory, or goal-oriented) to reactive (affective, defensive, hostile, or retaliatory) forms (Anderson & Bushman, 2002; Fontaine, 2007; McEllistrem & Joseph, 2004). This framework individuates appetitive aggression from other instrumental forms of aggression due to its functioning in contexts devoid of, unrelated or addition to extrinsic rewards. This lust-driven attraction to violence has been specifically and repeatedly evaluated and demonstrated in correlation with self-committed violence
in former combatants (Hecker, Hermenau, Maedl, Elbert, & Schauer, 2012; Weierstall, Schaal, Schalinski, Dusingizemungu, & Elbert, 2011). Appetitive Aggression is assessed using the Appetitive Aggression Scale (AAS); (Weierstall & Elbert, 2011) which was based on the Aggression Questionnaire (Buss & Perry, 1992), a 29, self-rated items instrument measuring physical aggression, verbal aggression, anger and hostility via a four-point Likert scale. The Aggression Questionnaire was itself based on the Hostility Inventory (Buss & Durkee, 1957), has been widely implemented, and demonstrates good psychometric properties (Collani & Werner, 2005; Garcia-Leon et al., 2002; Harris, 1997). As means to incorporate the aforementioned instrumental-reactive dichotomy, the 13- item Reactive-Proactive Questionnaire (Raine, Dodge, Loeber, et al., 2006) served as an additional point of reference due to its reliable and valid measures in civil child and adolescent populations and to its construct validity.

While enjoying violence for the sake of enjoying violence initially appeared to be sufficiently rewarding for many, some studies demonstrate additional intrinsic rewards of appetitive aggression include resilience against PTSD (Hecker, Hermenau, Maedl, Schauer, & Elbert, 2013; Weierstall, Castellanos, Neuner, & Elbert, 2013). As appetitive aggression functions to integrate violent cues into the hunting network, the fear network is not activated and thereby the risk of PTSD is buffered (Elbert et al., 2010). Additionally, there is evidence that appetitive aggression not only inoculates perpetrators against being traumatized by the violence they experience as victims but also against the violence they perpetrate against others. This was first demonstrated in Rwandan genocide perpetrators (Weierstall et al., 2011) and then replicated in Ugandan child soldiers (Weierstall et al., 2012) and in Colombian former combatants (Weierstall et al., 2013). However, there are limits to this protective effect. When a specific threshold of traumatization is surpassed, the fear and hunting networks overlap. Once overlapped, an increasing number of cues are linked to the fear network and lead to its activation and subsequent trauma symptomology (Weierstall et al., 2012). These observations indicate that while enjoying violent perpetration can reduce the risk for PTSD symptomology, there is no guarantee of immunization to traumatization. Despite this limitation, the finding that appetitive aggression buffers against the development of trauma symptomology is a critical explanation as to what motivates an individual to learn to love hunting and hurting others. When situated in a context in which it seems the only option is kill or be killed, it is advantageous for individuals to learn to savor the violence. In other words, when one loves the fight, is excited by the preparation and relishes the memories thereof, one is less likely to experience the helpless, horror or massive fear that was previously associated with traumatic events (DSM-IV, American Psychiatric Association, 2000) and is accordingly less likely to be subsequently traumatized.
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1.3.1 Appetitive Aggression in Context

Intersectionality

In an effort to best situate the evidence presented in the present dissertation, this introduction elaborates on each of the contexts that play a role in the investigation of appetitive aggression. Intersectionality is the construct representing various elements that constitute an individual. A person is born unable to change their race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality and disability status and raised in a family that exists in a specific geographic location, having a certain socioeconomic status, education level and structure. That individual is surrounded by certain religious and political beliefs and is subject to their own personal experiences, perceptions and external changes to any of the above listed elements (Killerman, 2013). Intersectionality encompasses the concept that power relations should be viewed as interactions rather than additive principles (Crenshaw, 1993, 1994). Collins (1998) clarified that “rather than examining gender, race, class and nation as distinctive hierarchies, intersectionality examines how they mutually construct one another” (p. 62). Cole (2009) specifies the relevance and utilization of intersectionality specifically within psychological research:

Intersectionality makes plain that gender, race, class, and sexuality simultaneously affect the perceptions, experiences and opportunities of everyone living in a society stratified along these dimensions. To understand any one of these dimensions, psychologists must address them in combination; intersectionality suggests that to focus on a single dimension in the service of parsimony is a kind of false economy. This insight invites researchers to approach the study of social categories with more complexity and suggests ways to bring more nuance and context to their research on the social categories that matter most in a stratified society. (p. 179)

The present dissertation utilizes this advice while constructing an investigation on appetitive aggression that focuses primarily at the axis of gender in one highly intersectional population—female combatants in Burundi.

The Context of Gender

Gender, one of the fundamental, unalienable elements of intersectionality, represents the cultural meanings assigned to male and female social categories (Wood & Eagly, 2009). Generally, using the filter of “like me” or “not like me,” most children are able to identify to which group they belong by age two, and by age three, they are able to categorize adults and other children to their gender groups. This categorization process is a crucial element of gender identity, which is in itself the step before the sex typing of behavior (Campbell, 1994). Sex-typed behavior establishes the rules for each gender category; these
rules are learned and culturally reinforced throughout the lifespan in a manner specific to each community and culture.

Embedded with expectations and assumptions, sex typing plays an important role in research as the differences between the sexes have historically been reduced in research to physiological and biochemical differences (Lightdale & Prentice, 1994). For example, brain sexual differentiation traditionally compares reproductively relevant brain structures responding to gonadal hormones that in turn activate sex-specific behaviors. In response, Ritchie et al. (2017) have advised that structural variations observed between male and female brains should not be solely ascribed to biologically determined sex differences and, furthermore, that sociological conditioning components likely to impact brain development are simultaneously at play and often outside of the scope of physiological and neurological investigations. Moreover, despite their findings of globally significant sex differences in cortical thickness, volume, surface area, diffusion parameters, and functional connectivity, they warn that the human brain should not be viewed as sexually dimorphic because, for every brain region in which large sex differences were observed in the stated measures, there was consistent overlap between males and females. Additionally, biological sex has been shown to interact with environmental, developmental and genetic factors that impact brain development, findings that have led Joel & Fausto-Sterling (2016) to assert that human brains should not be considered as distinctly male and female populations but rather as a single heterogeneous population in which sex effects should be evaluated in context. Moreover, McCarthey & Konkle (2005) make the case that sex dimorphisms are not tantamount to sex differences and that finding sex similarities is just as valuable as sex differences especially with regard to biological, sociological and cultural frameworks, stating that: "Understanding how the sexes are the same is just as important as how they differ, but the latter receives far less attention and little value as a genuine scientific finding. The imperativeness of equalizing the focus between same-sexness and sex-differences is self evident in the use of biological arguments to justify social inequities. . . " (p.98). A point of contention, scientific research is wrought with accusations of frequent attempts to interpret women’s social roles as being biologically or genetically determined and that behavior found to be sex-linked is often analyzed in such a manner that is disadvantageous to women (Richardson, 2013)". Aggression research faces similar challenges, predominantly highlighting sex differences in aggression, while the budding field of appetitive aggression research has to date largely avoided women’s experiences overall. Although some similarities are conceded, such as the observation that both sexes are more likely to aggress men than women (Eagly & Steffen; Frodi, Macauley & Thome), there is nonetheless a prevalent understanding that:

. . . males are the more aggressive sex and this sex difference is evident at least as early as the preschool years and continues through the subsequent phases of development, although it may change in form and in the circumstances which
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trigger it. We also believe that it is highly likely that there is a biological component underlying the sex difference, although aggression, like all behavior, is subject to social shaping and undergoes successive modifications through learning. (Maccoby & Jacklin, 1980. p. 1)

Furthermore, Archer (2004) offered a meta-analytic review of 78 studies that revealed robust differences in physical aggression between males and females, with males being found to be more aggressive. This finding continues to be utilized to support the general notion of males as the more aggressive sex and thereby inherent is the assumption that females are less vulnerable to aggressive impulses and/or behavior. However, in the same moment that males are being identified as more aggressive, the discrepancies in this generalization immediately begin to unfurl. For example, Lansford (2016) summarized the aforementioned sex differences as traversing:

age, cultural background or even species. Likewise, males had higher mean levels of verbal aggression than females. Gender differences in indirect aggression were less consistent. Averaged across age, females exhibit more indirect aggression than males when assessed using some methods (e.g. observations, peer ratings, teacher reports) but not others (e.g. peer nominations, self reports); effect sizes for these gender differences were small to medium. (p. 62)

The conflation of gender, sex, and species aside, Lansford’s summary serves to perpetuate the initial findings from Archer that males are clearly the more aggressive sex, while simultaneously highlighting the various expressions of aggression, some of which, in this case indirect aggression, as being employed more regularly by females than males. While the research is clear is that, when measuring direct aggression in certain contexts, there is a clear finding that males might utilize it more often than females. However, this finding alone does not signify males as the more aggressive sex in general, but rather can suggest that individuals may demonstrate sex differences in the expression of aggression depending on context.

Björkqvist et al. (1994) disputes generalizations that males are more aggressive than females and goes on to explain that this generalization is the product of prior reductive classifications and operationalizations, and it specifically errs in its isolationist focus on physical aggression. Other researchers agree that aggression as expressed by males and females not only varies situationally (Frodi et al., 1977) but also that sex differences account for as little as 5% of the variation in aggression, while 95% is accounted for as within gender variation or chance (Hyde, 1984). Campbell (2009) confronts sex-difference generalizations by highlighting a need to disentangle aggression into its various expressions by identifying candidate psychological mediators. When specifically considering appetitive aggression research, the very foundations of Nell’s (2006) conceptualization of blood lust are considered as an inherently male phenomenon. And while there is openness by appetitive aggression
researchers to consider reactive-impulsive forms of aggression to be equally experienced by males and females (Elbert et al., 2010), there is a demonstrable leaning towards human hunting behavior as being especially reserved for the male experience (Jones, 2008). For example, Weierstall et al. (2011) demonstrated that men rated violent acts more positively than women, a finding that supports the consensus that males are genetically predisposed to be attracted to aggression.

In an effort to either validate or repudiate the previous findings and simultaneously examine appetitive aggression with respect to the overarching contexts in which it is experienced, the investigations presented in this dissertation investigated women and their personal experiences with experienced and perpetrated aggression in a context of armed conflict and with sanctioned and unsanctioned aggression in a civilian sporting context.

1.3.2 The Context of Combat

In terms of both frequency and intensity of violence exposure, individuals raised in peaceful societies have an obviously different experience of violence compared to those raised in areas in conflict or war. And within the communities ravaged by the threats and damages of armed conflict, there are both civilian and combatant experiences of that conflict. Civilians living in war zones are exposed to life threats directly related to the conflict and simultaneously the threats stemming from the instability created by the conflict, i.e. scarce resources, looting, lack of medical care. Dynamically vulnerable, they are at an increased risk for a rapid accumulation of numerous traumatic experiences in a small period of time that feed directly into the “building block effect” leading to PTSD. Furthermore, high exposure to violence by individuals then likely results in increases in family and community violence in interactive and complex patterns (Catani et al., 2008; Elbert et al., 2006; Weaver et al., 2008, Widom, 1989). Exposure to violence in war has been correlated with increased impulsive aggression toward intimate partners (Byrne & Riggs, 1996) and the amount of violence inflicted on children in their families (Catani et al., 2008). Parallel to the civilian uptick in violence, the combatants endure their own specific experience of the conflict.

The experience of aggression in combatants and soldiers is markedly different than that of the civilians. Combatants juggle the formal obligation of functioning as a perpetrator and the misfortune of surviving violence as a victim, both on and off the battlefield. Indeed, war-related PTSD has been identified in conjunction with violent behavior following deployment (MacManus et al., 2013; Orcutt, King, & King, 2003). In addition to a similarly increased risk of PTSD, the frequently observed comorbid conditions associated with PTSD, such as depression, suicidality and substance abuse, have been identified in both formal military (Ginzburg, Ein-Dor, & Solomon, 2010; Hendin, & Haas, 1991; Keane & Kaloupek, 1997; Seal et al., 2011) and East-African former combatants (Klasen et al., 2010; Köbach et al., 2014; Odenwald et al., 2009; Pfeiffer & Elbert, 2011; Pham, Vinck, & Stover, 2009) populations. In juxtaposition, however, combatants’ trajectory towards
PTSD diverges from that of civilians, like due to their experience of violence perpetration. For example, former child soldiers reported low levels of trauma symptomology (Bayer et al., 2007; Pfeiffer & Elbert, 2011). Furthermore in studies with other combatants, while a correlation between PTSD symptom severity and traumatic experiences incurred during civilian life could be found, the same building block effect was not observed for their experiences during their stints as combatants (Elbert et al., 2010). Additionally, the more violence exposure both on and off the battlefield, the more types of violence perpetrated by child soldiers (Weierstall et al., 2012).

Combatants of various conflict areas have demonstrated extensive appetitive aggression that is strongly associated with violent perpetration (e.g., Weierstall et al., 2013; Weierstall, Schalinski, Crombach, Hecker, & Elbert, 2012). For example, some veterans from the Vietnam War described the desire for continued combat as resembling addiction. They explained that “combat high” is like an “injection of morphine – you float around, laughing, joking, having a great time, totally oblivious to the dangers around you” and that it “surely will get you killed” because “like any addict you will get desperate and will do anything to get your fix” (Grossman, 1995, p. 243). Combatants were specifically trained to employ violence during conflict, often with dehumanization (Staub, 2006) and initiation rites that sometimes include killing relatives (Amone-P’Olak, 2004). The process of both unlearning the training and healing from the violence experienced and perpetrated remain formidable challenges for combatants transitioning back to civilian status at the conclusion of the conflict.

In juxtaposition to the “survival mode” associated with PTSD (Chemtob et al., 1997; Chemtob et al., 1988), there is an “aggressor mode” associated with appetitive aggression (Elbert et al., 2010). Ideally, aggressor mode is turned off upon the return to civilian life. However it is possible that even everyday salient cues can reactivate the positive emotions tied to the perpetration of violence and can lead to an unintended return to aggressor mode. The resulting aggressive outbursts are unsuitable for civilian life, leading some combatants to actively seek out opportunities for violence. Following disarmament and demobilization, countries often attempt to re-stabilize their communities by implementing integration programs of ex-combatants and child soldiers into civil society (Annan, Brier, & Aryemo, 2009; Kingma, 1997; McMullin, 2004). Reintegration programs face numerous challenges related to mental health and aggression (Annan et al., 2009). Difficulties concentrating, flashbacks, sleep problems, hyperarousal and other PTSD symptoms manifesting during reintegration efforts result in impaired functioning that lead to an increased drop-out rate (Betancourt, Simmons, Borisova, & Brewer, 2008; Mogapi, 2004). Similarly, aggressive behavior fueling interpersonal problems has been associated with reintegration program discontinuation (Boyden, 2003), which in turn places former combatants at higher risk for subsequent violent and delinquent behavior (Stott, 2009). Another element possibly contributing to program drop-out is related to the lack of
therapeutic interventions specifically targeting the appetitive aggression experienced by many of the combatants (Weierstall & Elbert, 2011). Current reintegration programs need to address both mental health and aggression (Hill & Langholtz, 2003) in order to provide closure and assist the transition in self-image from combatant to civilian (Boyden, 2003; Williamson, 2006).

The Combat Context in the Region of Burundi

There are countless crisis regions in the world, and the research in this dissertation specifically investigated combatants, veterans and civilians in Burundi. Burundi is located in the Great Lakes region of Central Africa, an area that has endured numerous waves of extreme violence. Burundi is neighbored by Rwanda, Uganda and the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), and together these countries provide a bloody backdrop serving as the historic and cultural context for all the local inhabitants.

Rwanda saw 80,000 individuals murdered in 3 months- one of the swiftest genocides in human history (Hatzfeld, 2004; Zimbardo, 2008). One study in Rwanda demonstrated that genocide perpetrators found the violence itself to be rewarding (Weierstall et al., 2011), findings that support hypotheses that, in the absence of societally imposed moral pressures or legal regulations, humans can enjoy cruelty (Nell, 2006). This study, the first empirical evidence of perpetrators specifically enjoying the violent cue of a victim’s struggle, also demonstrated that the more violence perpetrated, the higher levels of appetitive aggression observed. These crucially groundbreaking results were later replicated in former combatants in Colombia (Weierstall, Bueno Castellanos, Neuner, & Elbert, 2013). Studies with former child soldiers and war affected youth in Uganda identified perpetrated violence as the best and only significant predictor of appetitive aggression in former child soldiers (Crombach et al., 2013; Weierstall et al., 2012), a finding later replicated in more than 1,600 former combatants and child soldiers around the world (Weierstall & Elbert, 2011). Later, also in Uganda, individually perpetrated violence was again closely associated with appetitive aggression, however this time with higher levels of appetitive aggression being associated with military rank (Crombach et al., 2013), which can also be viewed as the reward of higher social status for those demonstrating more cruelty and violence, particularly in communities functioning within a conflict zone. Concordantly, a study with former child soldiers in the DRC concluded that appetitive aggression seems to be advantageous for survival in a violent environment such as an armed group (Weierstall, Banholzer, Haer, & Elbert, in press). Furthermore, the study revealed that those former child soldiers who joined the armed group voluntarily and were not forcibly recruited, were more likely to report high levels of appetitive aggression. This supports the idea that humans, particularly men, have an innate appetite for aggression and violence (Elbert et al., 2010; Jones, 2008; Nell, 2006). In a violent environment of war and conflict this appetite may facilitate the voluntary enlistment to an armed group.
Burundi itself has a long history of civil war. Over 300,000 people, mostly civilians, were killed during ethnic conflicts between Tutsi armies and Hutu rebels in 1993 (Uvin, 2009). Burundi continues its attempt to recover from its bloody history, and this struggle is evident in current high rates of violence and political unrest (Human Rights Watch, 2002). These struggles are complicated by an attempted coup in 2015 that added yet more bloodshed to the already poor living conditions of Burundi’s civilians (World Bank, 2015). The Burundian army and rebel forces typically consist of male fighters, however it is now clear that many females also served. Initially recruited for supporting responsibilities such as couriers and cooks, as well as for forced marriages and other sexual roles (Schauer & Elbert, 2010), many females went on to participate directly in the violence, sometimes even advancing in rank. Once having achieved sufficient rank, these female combatants experienced and perpetrated levels of violence on par with that of their male comrades. As mentioned, to date, not much research has focused on female combatants to clarify whether the research about the impact of extreme violence encompasses female soldiers in a manner similar to that of the males.

1.3.3 The Context of Civil Society

Outside of combat and war, most societies discourage the use of direct forms of aggression. Typically, peaceful societies impose moral standards, social customs and laws to discourage violence (Elbert et al., 2010). Humans are biologically predispositioned away from extreme violence due to control mechanisms in the frontal lobe that inhibit intra-species violence (Kelly, 2005); Nelson & Trainor, 2007). However, as mentioned above, violence is not limited to the battlefield but finds a mosaic of forms that impact individuals, families and communities. Due to many societies not condoning the use of violence, individuals and groups of individuals find more covert ways to express their aggression, whether it be limiting it to inside the home as is the case for much of interpersonal violence or utilizing indirect forms of aggression that are less obvious for detection. This dissertation explores the experience of appetitive aggression within the civilian context of sport, an area that has already been described as analogous to the context of combat (Gill, 1993).

The aggression of the battlefield as studied in clinical psychology is analogous to what is described as motivation on the sporting field. For example, higher performance level of athletes is associated with fewer thoughts experienced during a contest (Williams & Krane, 1998). Similar to the high described by soldiers, athletes also report feeling strong, sure of victory, like “a tiger” (Robazza, Bortoli, & Hanin, 2004; Ruiz & Hanin, 2004). Athletes also describe experiences of “flow” in which elements outside of the contest are blocked out (Kowal & Fortier, 1999; Jackson & Eklund, 2002), a state similar to the intense focus reported by combatants. Finally, individuals performing in armed groups share some similarities with individuals performing on competitive, high contact sports teams in their group cohesion (Kleinknecht, Kleinert & Ohlert, 2014). In direct comparison with
appetitive aggression, some athletes even report the desire of defeating the opponent being so great that they ignore fair or sanctioned play in order to display aggression (Kavussanu & Ntoumanis, 2003; Ryska, 2003). The final investigation in the present dissertation examines appetitive aggression, termed appetitive competition motivation (ACM) in the civilian sporting context, as experienced by high level, female athletes performing in the high-contact, team sport of football. ACM is then examined in the intersectional context of gender, specifically gender socialization and role modeling.

1.4 Rationale of the Present Dissertation

Aggression has a mosaic of forms with the particular manifestations and motivations for the varieties of aggression being diverse. Each individual’s understanding and expression of their own aggression and that of others is highly intersectional, dependent on the context of their own environments, bodies and minds. The founding researchers of appetitive aggression have also recognized this intersectionality in their calls for numerous disciplines, such as social and political science as well as forensic and clinical psychology and psychiatry, to recognize the significant impact of appetitively aggressive behavior on individuals and society overall (Elbert, Weierstall & Schauer, 2010). This dissertation transitions from contexts of war and organized violence to sanctioned expressions of aggression in civil society while investigating one experience of aggression - the appetitive form - at the intersection of gender.

The goal of this dissertation is to disentangle the juxtaposition between perpetrators and victims by tackling the motivations for exhibiting proactive forms of aggression and simultaneously focusing on females, the half of the population less frequently investigated in aggression research. The cycle of violence will persist as long as a perpetrator-victim binary remains undisturbed. While this black and white model might be perceived as more manageable, this binary is an oversimplification of the ways in which individuals are exposed to, experience and process violence, neglecting the nuances fueling the cycle of violence. Furthermore similarly reductionistic operationalizations in other areas of aggression research such as sex differences are simultaneously applied: from perpetrators and victims to males and females, there is a desire to keep the categories neatly proactively violent versus proactively nonviolent. And in the same way that feminist social scientists aired their concerns that scientific sex difference conclusions often serve to further disadvantage females, perhaps inversely and in parallel, are perpetrators and victims respectively further disserviced through the dismissal of their mosaic of aggressive experiences and expressions.

For example, the fear and hunting networks are not binary but rather constitute a dualistic system for processing violence, and a similarly dualistic model needs to be extended to individuals processing exposure to violence as means to explain what fuels the cycle of violence. Victimization is often dismissed as “bad luck” or “the wrong place at
the wrong time.” These explanations seem more palatable than the complex responsibility involved in considering that, rather than a cycle of violence, it is a system of violence at work. Following this logic, if systems of violence are to blame, then there would be hierarchies of groups and individuals implementing such systems. These hierarchies would thereby require acknowledgment and confrontation—putting even observers at risk of also being swept up in the victimization machine, possibly accounting for a general reservation to holistically examine the system of violence in the first place. However, if the entities organizing and fueling the system of violence are targeted rather than the lower level perpetrators receiving the brunt of blame and punishment, a reduction in overall violence is more tangible than when solutions are left to chance.

While these systemic underpinnings of persistent violence serve only as conjecture at this point, they serve as theoretical framework behind the work involved in the present dissertation. By shining light on a tiny portion of the entire network of worldwide violence and aggression, hopefully are other researchers similarly encouraged to holistically investigate the roots of violence by second-guessing their own assumptions and investing time with populations previously overlooked. Overall, this work intends to add to the case that the “cycle of violence” will be eventually recognized as a misnomer representing a much more complicated and foreboding “system of violence.” The transition from the cycle to system is bridged by the suggestion offered in the present dissertation to a model of cycles of violence. (See Figure 1.4)

Figure 1.4: The Cycles of Violence. This model shifts the focus from violence to aggression, reflecting the model transition from outcomes to motivators. Here, perpetrators and victims are not binarily juxtaposed but rather two dualistic roles situated in a closely intertwined relationship functioning in a context of violence.
The articles and studies offered in this dissertation address the following research topics:

1. **Deconstructing the binary**: How is the perpetrator-victim binary conceptualized in the current “cycle of violence” model, and does this model hold up in light of current observations about the transmission of violence?

2. **Investigating assumptions associated with the current perpetrator-victim binary model**: Do males and females experience appetitive aggression differently, how does context impact individual relationships with proactive forms of aggression, and what do such findings suggest about the current model of the cycle of violence?

The first paper uses the topic of Torture as a first step to define the perpetrator/victim binary. The second paper examines this binary by comparing male and female combatants and civilians in Burundi and their experiences of appetitive aggression. The third paper begins to disentangle the perpetrator-victim binary by delving deeper into what factors play a role in the development of appetitive aggression in male and female combatants in Burundi, highlighting the intricately intertwined relationship many individuals have with violence. The fourth paper examines the same relationship between violence experienced and violence perpetrated while focusing exclusively in female combatants and civilians. The fifth and final paper transitions the investigation of appetitive aggression from the conflict region of Burundi to a civilian context in Germany and examines appetitive competition motivation in high level, high contact sports, simultaneously considering the effect gender-identity and other socialization factors. These investigations combine to provide evidence that the current perpetrator-victim binary narrative does not adequately address the reality of individuals involved in the system of violence. The case is made that not only should individuals having perpetrated violence be holistically evaluated with respect to their experiences as victims, but also that individuals who perpetrate violence should be examined in all of their diversity, regardless of where they lie on the biological sex and gender spectrums and in light of their own individual experiences with violence and aggression.
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CHAPTER 2

Torture and its Consequences,
Psychology of.
2.1 Abstract

Torture is utilized around the world to intimidate and punish individuals. The psychological damage created by torture has far-reaching effects on both the victim and the perpetrator. The extreme trauma leads to numerous mental health and behavioral complications, such as post-traumatic stress disorder, complex post-traumatic stress disorder, depression, anxiety, and addiction. Some individuals even report being fascinated by the violence, exhibiting appetitively aggressive behavior. Narrative exposure therapy and narrative exposure therapy for forensic offender rehabilitation are two mental health interventions designed to treat both torture victims and perpetrators, respectively, and assist in the reintegration process into society.

Key Words: Aggression, Appetitive Aggression, CPTSD, Narrative Exposure Therapy (NET), Narrative Exposure Therapy for Forensic Offender Rehabilitation (FORNET), Perpetrator, PTSD, Torture, Trauma, Victim

2.2 Introduction

Internationally, the currently utilized, institutional definition of torture provided by the United Nations Convention Against Torture delineates a top-down politicized act in which one person, under the acquiescence of governing authorities, intentionally inflicts severe pain or suffering on another with the objective of obtaining information, inflicting punishment or discriminating via intimidation. The definition concludes by emphasizing in Article 1, Section 1 that torture “does not include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions” (United Nations, 1984). Specifically, demarcating torture as an event that occurs only outside of ‘lawful sanctions’ perilously politicizes the human experience of torture as an issue isolated to distant lands and cultures beyond the scope of Western legal standards. And when it does occur in the West, for instance, in prisons such as Guantanamo Bay, the torture practices utilized are neatly renamed interrogation techniques, and laws are shifted to redefine such practices within the requirements of legal sanction. In juxtaposition to popular thought, torture is far from being isolated to remote crisis regions or Western prisons detaining the terrorists stemming from those crisis regions. Torture is reported in numerous countries around the world (Amnesty International, 2013) and effectively establishes a feeling of fear, horror, and intimidation in the population at large.

Conceived in 1984, this outdated, sterilized definition is structured politically and omits the wide array of experiences and individual motivations of both the victim and the torturer. Unfortunately, torture is an event that is neither so simple nor so distant. From an educated, highly trained top-level government interrogator to an orphaned, hungry, child soldier in a rebel group to a gang member having caught a member from the rival gang,

The varieties in the purpose of torture and how it is administered go as far as the limits of human creativity. Torture is as ubiquitous as people and as complex as the labyrinth of physiological and psychological mechanisms that constitute the human experience. A more comprehensive understanding of torture involves investigating both the neurological and the mental health underpinnings at the individual level of both the victim and perpetrator.

2.3 The Torture Victim: Experience and Consequences

A victim of torture can be forced to endure a wide array of terrifyingly painful physical and mental suffering. From extreme isolation, sleep deprivation, and highly uncomfortable sitting and standing positions to starvation, waterboarding, electric shock, limb removal, and fake executions, the victim never knows when the current treatment will end or what to expect next. Unable to escape, the victim reacts to the threatening stress of torture with a series of functionally distinct psychophysiological responses that operate as a defense cascade. This defense cascade follows the order of freeze-flight-fight-fright-flag-faint (see Figure 2.1; Schauer and Elbert, 2010). Initially freezing, the individual senses a threat, stops moving in an attempt to remain undetected, and increases attention. If the threat increases, the individual moves into flight or fight mode to protect oneself. Fight or flight mode increases sympathetic activation, thus enabling physiological reactions, such as tachycardia and peripheral vasoconstriction to minimize bleeding. Fear, but also anger and rage, enable the individual to fight back. The final stages of the defense cascade function to cope with situations in which the threat is overwhelming, fighting is useless, and the organism can only minimize damage. The individual becomes motionless, with motor paralysis, sensory deafferentation, and dissociative psychological conditions that range all the way up to a complete shutdown (Schauer and Elbert, 2010; Bracha, 2004; Bovin et al., 2008; Fusé et al., 2007). In trauma situations involving physical fighting and self-defense, the earlier phases of the defense cascade may be activated, while in situations in which the victim is overpowered, such as with torture or rape, the later phases are activated.

Typically, for non-traumatic memories, the initial sensory, emotional, physiological, and cognitive concomitants of an event, the ‘hot memories,’ gradually become integrated into declarative or ‘cold’ memory temporal context, can be recalled consciously and consequently are perceived as memories (Brewin et al., 1996, 2010; Brewin, 2011; Elbert and Schauer, 2002; Schauer et al., 2011). For example, when an adult recalls happily holding a puppy, the individual simultaneously remembers that the puppy was a gift, it was summer time, and family members except for the unborn younger brother were present, and thereby it occurred at the person’s fifth birthday party.

Traumatic memories, however, function differently. The hot memories of traumatic events are so overwhelming that they do not consolidate with the cold memory temporal and spatial context (Brewin et al., 2010; Brewin, 2011). These experiences remain
Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of the defense cascade as it progresses along the 6-F course of action. The “uproar” sympathetic arousal reaches a maximum at the fright stage, eventually superseded by the onset of dissociative “shutdown” (gray area). From Schauer & Elbert, 2010.

separate from autobiographical memory but still manifest themselves as vivid intrusions and nightmares. They seem to be lurking in the mind, and on the cue of the slightest, perhaps even unrecognizable, reminder of the trauma, they spring to the surface of the survivor’s awareness. The sight of an officer’s uniform, the sound of extremely loud heavy metal music, or the sensation of being under water at a swimming pool can reactivate the chain of connected associations that compose the hot memory, and the person perceives that he or she is once again in the torture situation. In such situations, although the survivor physically is located in the present, he or she remains mentally and psychologically situated in the past, in a network of experiences that never have been assigned the proper place and time (Brewin, 2011; Schauer et al., 2011). The most characteristic symptom of trauma disorders is this intense reliving of these experiences as though they currently are happening, rather than being a part of a memory from the past (see Figure 2.2). When the torture survivor is suddenly in a situation with hot memory cues and the body begins to react as though the traumatic event is occurring in that moment, panic, horror, or dissociative responses set in (Elbert et al., 2011). At the initial stages of the defense
cascade, the events are vividly present in all their components: sensory (smell of blood), physiological (heart racing, shortness of breath), emotional (terror), and cognitions (‘I’m going to die’) (Schauer et al., 2011). The cold memory historical context placing the prior traumatic events in the correct time and space is missing, rendering the survivor seemingly defenseless to the physiological reactions to the perceived stress (see Figure 2.2). Torture survivors may have learned to rather rapidly switch to the later stages of the defense cascade, where dissociation sets in and current sensory information is gated and perceived as distant and unreal. Intrusions therefore can be understood as repetitive displays of parts or fragments of the event, which then elicit a corresponding combination of hyperarousal and dissociation, depending on the dominant physiological responding during the torture situations. Subsequent trauma-related disorders, such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and other forms of disorders of extreme stress, represent the chronic reactivation of these defense cascade reactions (Elbert et al., 2011).

Figure 2.2: Multiple adversities affect a dynamic, self-organizing system that may continue to change, i.e., driven to a different system attractor with altered processing dynamics.
PTSD is the most frequently reported consequence of trauma, especially in cases of atrocities perpetrated by human beings (De Jong et al., 2001). PTSD is correlated linearly with traumatic experiences and outlines a type of building block effect for trauma in which each additional traumatic experience is accompanied by an increased likelihood that the individual eventually will develop PTSD (Neuner et al., 2004). It is a condition that occurs when an individual experiences an event that threatened survival or physical integrity. PTSD involves recurrent, disjointed, fragmental memories of the traumatic event, often in the form of flashbacks, that the sufferer strives to avoid, resulting in a hyper-aroused, easily irritated, distracted state. It persists over longer periods of time and can be extremely debilitating in many areas of social and occupational functioning (American Psychiatric Association (DSM-V), 2013). The devastating effects of PTSD dramatically affect the transition of many torture survivors to their homes, and the individuals are markedly different upon return than when they left. Because of coverage by the mainstream media, the public acknowledges that many returning soldiers might contend with PTSD. Research is now beginning to acknowledge that soldiers, especially if they were taken as prisoners, might be dealing with trauma symptomology that affects the very sense of self with an altered personality. The changes are related to macroscopically altered brain function in torture survivors (Elbert et al., 2006, 2011; Ray et al., 2006) and structure (Eckart et al., 2011). Lateral prefrontal, parietal, and posterior midline structures have been implicated in the pathophysiology inflicted by torture (Eckart et al., 2011). As these regions are involved specifically in episodic memory, emotional processing, and executive control, this might have important implications for the understanding of the trauma-related symptoms. Long-term effects on the immune system (Sommershof et al., 2009) and overall physical health also have been noted in those individuals exposed to torture-related stress. Recent work with torture survivors has demonstrated that prolonged adulthood trauma also can result in complex post-traumatic stress disorder (CPTSD) symptoms (McDonnell et al., 2013). CPTSD encompasses all of the symptoms of PTSD and also incorporates the severe personality disorganization that can occur in some individuals following long periods of threat stress (Kolb, 1989). Conventionally, CPTSD has been associated with childhood trauma, however, researchers have shown that repeated and multiple traumatic events during adulthood lead to the breakdown of self-regulatory abilities – even in the absence of childhood trauma (Cloitre et al., 2009). Moreover, CPTSD symptoms are more closely related to the nature of the traumatic event rather than to the developmental stage of the individual at the time of the event (McDonnell et al., 2013). Perhaps the direct link of why CPTSD can occur in adults without childhood abuse owes to the captive nature of torture. Unable to fight or flee, the dissociative states associated with the latter half of the defense cascade, such as voluntary thought suppression, minimization, and denial, engage. These protective mechanisms can result in dissociation, depersonalization, and even changed identity as associated with CPTSD (Hárdi and Kroó, 2011). These responses,
over a prolonged period of time and under various levels of static duress, can manifest in three disorders that are not part of PTSD diagnostic criteria: dissociative identity disorder, borderline personality disorder, and somatization disorder (Herman, 1992). Continued research with survivors of torture demonstrates that we have only begun to recognize the vast array of mental health complications with which torture survivors will have to contend.

Alongside PTSD and CPTSD, numerous comorbid conditions abound. Major Depression, Dysthymia, Phobias, Alcohol and Drug Abuse, and Conduct Disorder are among the most frequently observed disorders comorbid with PTSD (Kessler et al., 1995). Although it is possible for comorbid disorders to occur independently from the traumatic event, the comorbid conditions often are extensions of the PTSD symptomology (Schauer et al., 2011). For example, a torture survivor may just want to avoid thinking about past events by avoiding friends and family and drinking, behaviors possibly leading to a clinical depression or substance abuse diagnosis. Such an individual battling a trauma disorder, depression, and addiction among the various other socioeconomic and political obstacles involved with reintegrating into society would require specific, comprehensive treatment if reintegration to normal life is to be even remotely successful.

2.4 The Torture Victim: Narrative Exposure Therapy as a Treatment Option

Numerous treatment modalities are involved in treating trauma disorders, but few interventions are developed specifically to address the diverse complications of the trauma involved in torture. Narrative exposure therapy (NET) is an evidence-based treatment approach designed to treat survivors of organized violence who have endured multiple or continuous traumatic stressors (Schauer et al., 2011) and has proven effectiveness in torture survivors (Hensel-Dittmann et al., 2011; Neuner et al., 2010) (see Figure 2.3). NET addresses both the personal consequences and the political aspects of organized violence and torture. First, to reduce trauma symptoms, NET utilizes exposure therapy. Patients are confronted with their hot memories of traumatic events as means to connect their current emotional responses to the appropriate place in time from which they originate. Second, in an attempt to organize the fragmented, inconsistent autobiographical cold memories, the patient and therapist work together to reconstruct a consistent narrative of the survivor.

The end goal is stabilized trauma symptomology, improved overall functioning, and a narrative that provides both an autobiographical structure for the survivor and testimonies that prove instrumental in human rights legislation. Evaluations by outside researchers demonstrate that NET is a promising, evidence-based intervention ideal for war-related trauma disorders (Robjant and Fazel, 2010; Crumlish and O’Rourke, 2010; McPherson, 2012). Moreover, NET is a low-cost, relatively short-term intervention and is designed to be
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Figure 2.3: A fear/trauma network results from multiple fearful experiences: the representation of a single event may well connect to the context and episode. If, however, the perception cues an already existing trauma network, the context is lost while sensory, cognitive, emotional, and physiological representations interconnect with increasingly mutual excitatory power. The codes of “where” and “when,” however, are not consistently co-activated as the brain’s architecture does not support the simultaneous activation of two different places coded in the hippocampus. Thus the fear/trauma network becomes disconnected (symbolized by the scissors) from time and place, and the fear generalizes, giving rise to feelings of impending threat. Narrative Exposure Therapy is thought to reverse this process by contextualizing the trauma network. Adapted from Schauer, M., Elbert, T., 2010. Dissociation following traumatic stress. Zeitschrift für Psychologie/Journal of Psychology 218 (2), 109–127.
taught to local counselors, making its implementation feasible in most settings, regardless of infrastructure and access to resources (Jacob et al., in press).

Restructuring traumatic memories: Narrative Exposure Therapy (NET) Based on the model presented in Figure 3, Schauer, Neuner and Elbert have developed the psychotherapy NET (2nd edition of the manual Schauer, Neuner & Elbert, 2011).

In NET, the patient, with the assistance of the therapist, constructs a chronological narrative of her/his life story with a focus on the traumatic experiences. Fragmented reports of the traumatic experiences will be transformed into a coherent narrative. Empathic understanding, active listening, congruency and unconditional positive regard are key components of the therapist’s behavior. For traumatic stress experiences the therapist asks in detail for emotions, cognitions, sensory information and physiological responses and probes for respective observations. The patient is encouraged to relive these experiences while narrating without losing the connection to the “here and now.” Using permanent reminders that the feelings and physiological responses result from memories, the therapist links these memories to episodic facts, i.e., time and place. The imagined exposure to the traumatic memories is not terminated until the related fear presented by the patient demonstrably reduces. In this way, the therapist is supportive yet directive in the elicitation of the narrative in order to counter avoidance and recover the full implicit information of the trauma. At the end of treatment the recorded autobiography may be used for human rights advocacy.

NET has several advantages compared to other treatment approaches. Although the duration of the treatment is short (variants between four and 12 sessions have been tested), the method of narrating the entire life story does not require the patient to select a single traumatic event from their trauma history. Additionally, the fact that the survivor receives a written biography as a result of the treatment has turned out to be a major incentive especially for victims of human rights violations to complete treatment.

Figure 2.4: The therapeutic agents of NET: (1) active chronological reconstruction of all important events of the autobiographic/episodic memory - ‘life line approach’; (2) prolonged exposure to the ‘hot spots’ and full activation of the fear memory in order to modify the emotional network; (3) meaningful linkage and integration of psycho-physiological and somato-sensory responses to the time-, space-, and life-context; (4) the cognitive reevaluation of behavior and patterns, as well as reinterpretation of the meaning-content through reprocessing of negative, fearful, and traumatic events; (5) regaining of survivor’s dignity and satisfaction of the need for acknowledgment. Explicit human rights orientation of ‘testifying.’ Schauer, M., Neuner, F., Elbert, T., 2011. Narrative Exposure Therapy, second ed. Hogrefe & Huber, Göttingen.

After considering the mental health implications and suitable treatment options for the victim of torture, the journey to alleviate the consequences of and even to prevent torture is far from over. To prevent torture, we need to better understand not only the systems behind it but also the individuals perpetrating torture (i.e., their motivations, mental health, and rehabilitation options). Most research on torture largely focuses on understanding and treating the victim, all the while neglecting the mental health needs and rehabilitation of the perpetrator. Unfortunately, there is very little quantitative research on torturers themselves. Because all torturers are humans with brains and minds, and many are combatants with the specific task of torturing captives, combatant research and general neurological studies are the primary available data sources from which to draw.
2.5 The Torturer: Motivation

What motivates an individual to participate in torture? Perhaps some of the most informative clues about what motivates individuals lie in the overarching systems of torture training and implementation. One source of such training is in military organizations. Governments and militaries bear the burden of maintaining some semblance of transparency and accountability for their actions – for example, when a regime is accused of crimes against humanity, such as torture, they are required to provide a defense or explanation for such actions. One of the most prevailing rationales motivating the perpetration of torture is based on the belief system that torture yields accurate intelligence.

As mentioned, the United Nations publically lists the obtaining of information or confessions as a goal of torture. However, the objective of gathering intelligence using advanced interrogation techniques, that is, torture, raises red flags due to its stark inconsistency with current neurological research on memory function. O’Mara (2011) asserts that there is a popular belief that extreme stress or torture is an effective way to elicit intentionally withheld information and memories. There is little to no public research on the accuracy of the information that results from torture. If anything, interrogation techniques that involve extreme, consistent, and prolonged stress will achieve compromises in both the memory function and executive function (O’Mara, 2009). In other words, not only is the factual content of the desired intelligence contaminated but also the intention to withhold information is confounded. If stress is to be understood as the foreboding perception that present or future events will be very unpleasant and uncontrollable, and this perception results in heightened excitability in the brain and body (Kim and Diamond, 2002), torture can be categorized as an ultimate form of stress – both in intensity (consistent and overwhelming life threat) and duration (often 6 months or longer (O’Mara, 2011)).

The ultimate form of stress involved in torture has a significant neurological impact. The hippocampus and prefrontal cortex are the signature regions of the brain essential for normal memory function, and when they function improperly, as when under extreme stress, memory can be impaired (see Figure 2.4). When the stress condition persists over a prolonged period of time, normal physiological functioning of the brain regions governing memory is disrupted and can lead to tissue loss (Arnsten, 2009; O’Mara, 2011; Ulrich-Lai and Herman, 2009). For example, the prefrontal cortex becomes hyporesponsive, showing signs of tissue loss, while the hippocampus loses volume and slows in neurogenesis (Roozendaal et al., 2009). These reductive changes in brain structure and function result in conditions less than ideal for an interrogation. Furthermore, a common consequence of frontal lobe disorders like the ones listed earlier is confabulation, the pathological production of false memories (Turner et al., 2007). Confabulation likely would be one of the least desired effects for advanced interrogation sessions as the torturer tries to navigate
around intentional misinformation (lies) and unintentional mistruths (confabulation) to uncover the intentionally withheld truths.

In summary, the notion that torture productively elicits accurate information unravels in the face of research on the neurological anomalies that result from prolonged stress. These anomalies evince that prolonged stress would counter-productively yield an indiscernible mix of accurate and inaccurate information. As there is no evidence that torture elicits significant amounts of accurate information and that the extreme stress involved in torture actually could produce false memories and misinformation, torture must persist for reasons other than collecting intelligence. Perhaps the motivation behind the practice of torture is simple: power and control. The obtainment and maintenance of power and control more clearly pertain to the overarching authorities typically seeking to induce horror and intimidation in certain populations like ethnic or religious minorities. At the individual level, the mechanisms behind the transformation of a seemingly average civilian into a
torturer can extend beyond exerting power and control over others so far as to develop a fascination in violent or aggressive behavior.

2.6 The Trained Torturer: Experience and Consequences

During a conflict, one group wants to dominate the enemy group, and torture is a clear way to demonstrate power and exert control by instilling fear. The torturer, however, is not a generic embodiment of groupthink. The torturer is a human being, very likely composed of all the same emotions and desires for fulfillment and survival as anyone else. In the same way that the victim adapts to the conditioning involved with torture, most torturers (excluding those who might be considered psychopaths and are not acting as part of a group) are similarly conditioned (Elbert et al., 2010). The individuals who torture others during conflicts most often are not renegade soldiers fulfilling their own malicious desires. The torture they commit is part of the broader goal of the group they represent, that is, a goal to dominate and intimidate. These individuals are carefully selected and trained. They often are given specific orders of what to do and how to do it. They are punished if they do not follow orders. They are cut off from their families and communities, made dependent on their superiors, and given promises of reward and honor. Some combatants who engaged in torture reported being physically abused by their commanders and witnessed public displays of horrifying acts of brutality and cruelty. Others were abused as children and adolescents. The terror of these experiences evolved into submission and desensitization, and cruelty became a passing, trivial act. The elaborate training process of torturers involves deliberately desensitizing the individuals to violence, diminishing the revulsion associated with gruesome acts through violent chants and songs to build camaraderie, and dehumanizing the target through group-specific language to make it easier to maim and kill the enemy (Gibson and Haritos-Fatouros, 1986). These combatants often are not in a position to easily escape their commitments to the group without fear of a fatal reprisal. One of the most terrifying reported developments of some combatants is the gradual shift from violence as not only normal and acceptable but also exciting and a signal of skill (Maclure and Denov, 2006). They are swept up in a cycle of violence in which they have no alternative other than to continue participating in even more atrocities. Trapped, they have to choose between death and a brutal existence in which they will undoubtedly experience a change of their own personality.

The torturer is often a combatant, sometimes with the same general warfare tasks as other soldiers and sometimes with the unique role of torturing captives. Sometimes torture is part of the role for all combatants in a group. For example, combatants from Sierra Leone reported fighting at the frontline, looting, burning villages, and the deliberate killing, maiming, and torturing of civilians (Maclure and Denov, 2006). In the chaos of armed conflict, combatants are often simultaneously both perpetrators and victims of violence.

(Betancourt et al., 2010; Maclure and Denov, 2006; Medeiros, 2007; Schauer and Elbert, 2010) and, as a result, can be left to contend with various mental health complications. Substance abuse commonly is documented among torturers (Rayfield, 2007). Additionally, perpetrators are vulnerable to developing PTSD, whether it be due to the traumatic experiences of being a victim (Annan et al., 2009; Elbert et al., 2006) or possibly stemming from the act of killing (MacNair, 2002). In addition to substance abuse and the broad spectrum of complications related to PTSD, combatants also are confronted with new attitudes about violence that could lead to aggressive, antisocial behavior (Elbert et al., 2006; Weierstall and Elbert, 2011).

As mentioned, former combatants report not only acclimating to perpetrating violence but also beginning to perceive violence as fascinating and appealing (Elbert et al., 2010; Maclure and Denov, 2006). They develop the fascination of a hunter—a human hunter (see Figure 2.5). This fascination to violence and aggressive behavior without the benefit of any immediate reward, appetitive aggression, is related to higher rates of perpetrated violence and demonstrates functioning as a buffer against PTSD under certain conditions (Elbert et al., 2010; Hecker et al., 2012; Weierstall et al., 2011, 2012). Although they initially might have been motivated to torture others to fulfill their duties or to preserve their own lives, some torturers have now grown to relish the violence and crave to repeat it for purely hedonistic purposes. The combination of the instability of substance abuse and trauma symptomatology with the relishing of violence in highly trained and experienced combatants sets up an ominous scenario for the communities to which these perpetrators return. Regardless of any public opinion denouncing combatants and torturers as mere animals who had a moral choice and chose wrongly, these individuals are in dire need of mental health rehabilitation and reintegration assistance. How do we untrain the trained torturer?

2.7 Untraining the Trained Torturer: FORNET as a Treatment Option

Following a conflict, perpetrators face numerous challenges to successful reintegration. Effective programs typically offer formal education and vocational training and try to instill hope for the future (Mädl et al., 2010). Unfortunately, trauma symptoms and aggressive behavior can thwart successful attendance, participation, and completion of even the most comprehensive reintegration programs. The effectiveness of NET is not limited to rehabilitating the victims of organized violence. We thus are developing NET for forensic offender rehabilitation (Elbert et al., 2012) that aims to reduce both PTSD symptoms and appetitive aggressive behavior by recalling the experiences, as both victim and perpetrator, through narrative exposure. It helps the former combatant to anchor not only fearful and traumatic experiences but also positive feelings that might have been linked to various
Figure 2.6: Facilitative aggression (reactive) usually associated with anger, encompasses any form of behavior that is directed to fighting another person and intends harm in order to reduce threat and fear, thus reducing the aversive arousing state. Appetitive aggression (predatory) also aims at harming others, however, the goal is to achieve a rewarding state which can result from the gains, but also simply from a ‘desire’ to hunt (from Weierstall, R., Elbert, T., 2011. The appetitive aggression scale. European Journal of Psychotraumatology 2, 8430. http://dx.doi.org/10.3402/ejpt.v2i0.8430).
forms of aggressive behavior in the past. The role change from a combatant to a civilian is addressed specifically and reinforced. Additionally, visions for the future are developed to foster successful integration into society. Although there are early FORNET pilot trials (Hermenau et al., 2013), future studies need to focus on whether survivors on both sides of this cycle of violence can profit from evidence-based methods.

2.8 Conclusion and Future Directions

The concept of torture needs to be updated continually by neurological and psychological research and broadened to encompass the myriad of motivations and consequences of torture for all affected parties – victim and perpetrator alike. Torture utilizes tactics on a wide spectrum of violence: from directly aggressive techniques, such as beatings, limb removal, and waterboarding, to more indirect forms of aggression, including threatening or kidnapping family members and extreme periods of isolation. Regardless of the technique utilized, neurocognitively speaking, pain is pain, whether it is physical or social pain (Eisenberger et al., 2003).

One common, current justification for subjecting individuals to such pain involves the reasoning that accurate intelligence is procured through torture. Further neurological and psychological empirical investigations will help to expose the sinister and hedonistic motivations behind why torture persists: motivations that likely have little to do with gathering intelligence and a great deal to do with punishment and intimidation. Using research to inform and update international standards is a solid and necessary means of generating human right’s improvements on the topic of torture. Furthermore, expanding the understanding of tyranny of torture beyond an event situationally and geographically specific to soldiers and prisoners in military conflicts tucked away in war-torn regions will acknowledge the needs of countless individuals coming off of less obvious battlefields. The sooner there is more widespread, official recognition of the intricate mosaic of factors that both motivate and result from torture, the sooner clinical treatment can be further empirically researched, funded, and implemented.
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Appetitive Aggression in Women: Comparing Male and Female War Combatants
3.1 Abstract

Appetitive aggression refers to positive feelings being associated with the perpetration of violent behavior and has been shown to provide resilience against the development of PTSD in combatants returning from the battlefield. Until this point, appetitive aggression has been primarily researched in males. This study investigates appetitive aggression in females. Female and male combatants and civilians from Burundi were assessed for levels of appetitive aggression. In contrast to non-combatants, no sex difference in appetitive aggression could be detected for combatants. Furthermore, each of the female and male combatant groups displayed substantially higher levels of appetitive aggression than each of the male and female civilian control groups. This study demonstrates that in violent contexts, such as armed conflict, in which individuals perpetrate numerous aggressive acts against others, the likelihood for an experience of appetitive aggression increases—regardless of whether the individuals are male or female.

Keywords: appetitive aggression, sex differences, female combatants, armed conflicts, Burundi, female perpetrators, female aggression, combat stress

3.2 Introduction

Following armed conflict and war, each affected society faces a myriad of challenges to efforts at healing and rebuilding. Considering the psychological well-being of the individuals impacted by war, the participating combatants were often directly and repeatedly affected by the violence due to their participation on the front lines. Combatants have a complex experience of war that simultaneously incorporates surviving and attacking. In each individual occurrence of violence, combatants must juggle the roles between operating as perpetrators and survivors (Schauer and Elbert, 2010; Meyer-Parlapanis and Elbert, 2015). As survivors, combatants must navigate both the battlefield and the mosaic of other possible threats that exist during wartime (i.e., limited food or water, natural disasters, violence from compatriots, etc.). These numerous experiences in which their own lives, their loved ones and resources are threatened can induce negative emotions and be potentially traumatizing. When a combatant predominantly experiences negative emotions associated with the violence of combat, the likelihood for the development of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) increases (Neuner et al., 2004; Hecker et al., 2013a). PTSD is also often accompanied by comorbid disorders, such as Major Depression, Dysthymia, Phobias, Alcohol and Drug Abuse, and Conduct Disorder (Kessler et al., 1995), further affecting the mental health of many returning combatants. However, the challenges for former combatants returning from the battlefield are not limited to the mental health complications stemming from their experiences as survivors.
Albeit not currently as clear as the relationship between experiencing numerous potentially traumatic events and PTSD, the experience of perpetrating violence is being shown to play an additional and significant role in the well-being of combatants following war (Köbach et al., 2014). Aggressive behavior during combat usually is a mixture of reactive aggression (an impulsive, affective and uncontrolled violent behavior provoked by a perceived or real threat) and appetitive aggression motivated by intrinsic reward, describing the human potential to perceive perpetrated violence as fascinating and exciting (Elbert et al., 2010). The current understanding of appetitive aggression is based on the testimonies of thousands of combatants reporting feelings of excitement and fascination at committing violent acts (MacNair, 2006; Weierstall and Elbert, 2011; Weierstall et al., 2011, 2013; Crombach et al., 2013). Several studies indicate that appetitive aggression might be an adaptation to cruel and violent environments, such as battlefields. Apparently, combatants who developed high levels of appetitive aggression remain more functional in such settings, gain an elevated social status within armed forces and adapt better to their violent tasks thereby increasing their ability to prevail (Crombach et al., 2013). These particular impacts of appetitive aggression are not isolated to the battlefield. Combatants reporting positive emotions in association with violent combat, appetitive aggression, have also been found to be at lower risk for the development of PTSD (Weierstall et al., 2011, 2012a,b; Hecker et al., 2013b). The different quality of appetitive aggression as opposed to reactive aggression has also been validated by a difference in associated neural systems (Moran et al., 2014). The experience of appetitive aggression can complicate the transition of former combatants back to civilian life. For example, some individuals may feel the need to perpetrate further violence in an effort to replicate the rewarding experience, i.e., higher levels of appetitive aggression have been related to higher rates of reenlistment (Hermenau et al., 2013a). More research on the experience of appetitive aggression is needed to better understand the mental health state and trajectory of combatants following armed conflict.

Investigating appetitive aggression assists in identifying at-risk individuals, sheds light on the complex experience of being a combatant and provides insight for treatment options (Hermenau et al., 2013b; Crombach and Elbert, 2015). Such steps forward in research hopefully translate into a direct increase in mental health knowledge and resources for all combatants returning from the numerous, ongoing armed conflicts around the globe. However, there is a portion of combatants that have often been overlooked. Despite the importance of researching appetitive aggression in former combatants, a literature search revealed no current studies assessing the psychological consequences of perpetrating high levels of violence that include a focus on the female experience.

This oversight is not new. Studies on human aggressive behavior have frequently neglected to include females in the same ratios as males or have failed to include females altogether (Frodi et al., 1977). Moreover, appetitive aggression investigations “have focused almost exclusively on male populations heavily involved in the perpetration of violence.”
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(Crombach and Elbert, 2014, p.1042). This oversight is possibly due to a general assumption that females are less aggressive than males (Richardson, 2005; Stockley and Campbell, 2013). This assumption is likely grounded in evolutionary theory considering males as more likely to implement aggressive strategies in the competition for social status, wealth, and sexual partners (Wilson et al., 2002). However, this assumption only holds true under certain conditions (Archer, 2004; Campbell, 2006) and neglects the wide variety of aggressive strategies. For example, Campbell (2013) argues that, due to their evolutionary higher involvement in raising children and in an effort not to jeopardize reproductive success, females prefer strategies with lower risk of injury, such as indirect forms of aggression. More studies investigating female expressions of aggression, especially appetitive aggression, are needed because the current, limited number of studies yield inconsistent results. In a sample of Rwandan genocide perpetrators, females reported lower levels of appetitive aggression than males (Weierstall et al., 2011). In contrast, no gender effect in the prediction of appetitive aggression was revealed in a sample of Columbian ex-combatants (Weierstall et al., 2013). This is highly problematic for female combatants dealing with the fallout of psychological complications following war.

In designing a project to best investigate appetitive aggression in male and female combatants, scenarios involving the sensorial elements that can motivate appetitive aggression offer an ideal opportunity. The sights and smells of blood and sweat, the sounds of the battlefield, and the physical sensation of a weapon hitting a target are all sensorial elements that play a vital role in our understanding of the neurological reward systems that assist in the pleasurable sensation involved in appetitive aggression (for details, see e.g., Elbert et al., 2010; Moran et al., 2014; Crombach and Elbert, 2015). Taking these elements into account, Burundi was identified as a country that has endured the type of violence most applicable for this investigation of appetitive aggression in combatants.

Situated in Eastern Africa, Burundi is a country that has endured extreme violence over the last several decades. Ethnic violence between Hutu and Tutsi factions, escalating for more than 40 years, culminated in a civil war in 1993. This war has left more than 300,000 dead, 500,000 refugees, and 800,000 internally displaced Burundians (Uvin, 2009). The fighting style utilized in the war has not employed distant, abstract forms of violence, like programming drones or throwing bombs from an airplane. Rather there were most often battlefronts of two opposing armed groups exchanging fire at mid or close range. In many cases fighting scenarios included close, hand-to-hand assault and torture that produced multi-sensory feedback. Combatants often saw with the naked eye their targets’ bodies hit by bullets, felt the impact of their knives and sticks on their targets’ bodies, saw the blood pour out of wounds, smelled the sweat and blood of their victims and heard their cries of pain and pleas for mercy, the sensorial elements required for investigating appetitive aggression.
Furthermore, both male and female combatants participated in the violence. Although male combatants predominantly constituted both government and rebel forces, females were also involved in armed forces. Many of the females were originally recruited for such roles as cooks, porters, and messengers and also for sexual purposes or forced marriage (Schauer and Elbert, 2010). However, some females additionally participated in combat and other forms of direct violence, gradually advancing in the military hierarchy of their respective groups. Once having achieved the ranks applicable for fighting on the front lines, the violence experienced and perpetrated during fighting was similar for all combatants on the battlefield, both male and female.

The current investigation explores the experience of appetitive aggression in female and male combatants in Burundi. Acknowledging both the survivor and perpetrator aspects of performing as a combatant in armed conflict, we investigated self-experienced and witnessed traumatic events alongside the aggressive acts perpetrated against others during armed conflict. Particular attention was paid to the current perception of perpetrated acts, distinguishing between acts committed with neutral or negative emotions and those committed with pleasure. Thereby, we investigated whether, like the male combatants from the aforementioned investigations, female combatants can experience aggressive behavior as a fascinating or satisfying endeavor.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Participants

For the overarching investigation, 429 participants (412 males, 17 females) were recruited from a military and a rebel veteran’s organization in Bujumbura, Burundi. Of the 17 female participants, 2 participants were excluded due discrepancies in the provided information, leaving 15 female former combatants. Taken from the larger male sample, 15 male former combatants were matched to the 15 female former combatants on the criteria of age, cumulative exposure to traumatic stressors as measured by the number of experienced traumatic event types, offense load as measured by the number of perpetrated event types and current PTSD symptom severity. For a control population, 20 male and 20 female non-combatants were recruited as a random sample from the community and interviewed using the same materials as the combatant group. Equal distribution between the experimental and control groups would have been preferred, however there was greater accessibility to males than to females. Thereby, the decision was made to include as many females as were available rather than artificially limiting the number of participants in their respective groups in an effort to achieve equal distribution.
3.3.2 Recruitment

The interviews took place on the Université Lumière Bujumbura campus from July to September 2012 and at the Red Cross Burundi in Gatumba in January 2013. Five psychologists (3 male, 2 female) from the University of Konstanz, with the assistance of local interpreters (all male), conducted the assessments. One local female psychologist from Université Lumière also conducted interviews in Kirundi. To guarantee precise translation, different interpreters translated and back translated all instruments from validated English versions to Kirundi. The translated instruments were discussed in detail with the interpreters before the beginning of data collection. Furthermore, topic sensitivity and participant safety were covered at length amongst the interviewers before the assessment period began. The interpreters were provided sensitivity training for assisting in interviews with female participants. Such training covered topics related to maximizing the female participants’ sense of safety in the interview (e.g., seating arrangements, non-intimidating bodily posturing, averted eye contact, avoiding all physical contact). Additionally, the interpreters had been trained in the relevant concepts of mental disorders and translated between Kirundi, French and English. The interviews averaged 2.5 h in length. The Ethical Review Boards at the University of Konstanz and the Université Lumière approved the study, and the Université Lumière supported the project by providing workspace in which the interviews could be performed. Participation in the study was voluntary and all participants provided informed consent via signature prior to the interview. Options for verbal informed consent and/or acceptance of the participant’s personal symbol were given in cases of illiteracy. All participants gave informed consent and received 10,000 fbu (approximately 5e) as compensation for participation in the study. Participants were recruited through the use of a local recruiter associated with the Veteran’s Association in Burundi. With the upmost respect to the vulnerability of the population, secure data encryption via electronic participant coding and password protected storage ensured anonymity and confidentiality.

3.4 Measures

3.4.1 Traumatic Event Types

Participants were assessed for 19 potentially traumatic, life threatening, event types, both witnessed and self-experienced, stemming from war and non-war related events. The checklist was an adapted version of a checklist that has been used previously with populations affected by violent conflicts (Neuner et al., 2004; Nandi et al., 2015), which incorporated all events from the Posttraumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale (Foa et al., 1997) and was adapted to the Burundian cultural context. The frequency of potentially traumatic events was not assessed, due to the lack of reliability associated with memory biases (Kolassa
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et al., 2010; Wilker et al., 2015). The items were coded dichotomously, with “1” and "0" respectively representing having and not having experienced the event in reference. The sum number of experienced, potentially traumatic event types represents the trauma load.

3.4.2 Perpetrated Event Types

To measure self-committed violence, we systematically assessed 14 different types of perpetrated violence (e.g., mutilation, rape, or killing) with a checklist that has already been utilized in multiple combatant populations (Weierstall and Elbert, 2011). The items were coded dichotomously in the same manner as the traumatic event types and also summed up to represent a self-committed violence sum score. The traumatic and perpetrated event type items can be found in the appendix.

3.4.3 PTSD Symptom Severity

PTSD symptom severity was assessed using the PTSD Symptom Scale-Interview (PSS-I; Foa and Tolin, 2000). The PSS-I is a semi-structured interview based on the 17 DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) symptom criteria for PTSD and measures symptom intensity during the previous month. The PSS-I has established validity in comparable East-African samples (Ertl et al., 2010). PTSD severity was calculated by totaling symptom scores (scores range from 0 to 51). Internal consistency for the PSS-I in the current investigation is appropriate (Cronbach’s α = 0.88).

3.4.4 Appetitive Aggression

Appetitive aggression was assessed using the Appetitive Aggression Scale (AAS; Weierstall and Elbert, 2011). The AAS has been successfully implemented (Hecker et al., 2012; Weierstall et al., 2012b) and validated (Weierstall and Elbert, 2011) in comparable East African samples. The AAS consists of 15 items, which are rated by responses on a five-point scale ranging from 0 (I totally disagree) to 4 (I totally agree). The items gather information about participants’ perception of violence (e.g., “Is it exciting for if you make an opponent really suffer?”; “Once fighting has started, do you get carried away by the violence?”). The AAS score is calculated by adding the scores of the 15 items (scores range from 0 to 60). Psychometric property measures indicated excellent internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = 0.94 in the current study.

3.5 Data Analysis

In order to investigate potential sex differences in AAS, the 15 female combatant participants were matched to 15 of the 412 male combatant participants prior to comparing AAS sum scores between the sexes. The matches were performed based on violent acts has been shown
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to contribute to appetitive aggression (Nandi et al., 2015), further supporting the decision to control for both traumatic event types and perpetrated event types. In an effort to reduce error variance, the match method was selected. The pair-wise comparison was completed using the MATCH command-line program created by the Cognitive and Brain Sciences Unit (van Casteren and Davis, 2007). The program performs an optimized, near-exhaustive search through the $9.88 \times 10^{26}$ possible sets of 15 male combatant participants from the initial set of 412 such that: (1) each female combatant participant was paired with a single male combatant participant that closely matched in age, experienced events types, perpetrated event types and PSS-I scores, (2) each of the 15 male combatant participants was only paired with one female combatant participant, and (3) the summed discrepancy (normalized Euclidean distance) between the pairs of male and female combatant participants on the four critical factors was minimized. A full description of the operation of the program can be found in van Casteren and Davis (2007). Table 3.1 includes an overview of the aforementioned variables in the matched participant data. We then assessed the potential group differences between male and female combatants and non-combatants by conducting a Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the AAS sum score as the dependent variable. The statistical analysis was carried out using SPSS 21 (IBM Corp. Released, 2012).

3.6 Results

Table 3.1 gives a demographic overview of participant age, year of successful school education and the number of children for female and male combatants and non-combatants. Additionally, the number of traumatic events types, perpetrated event types and PTSD symptom severity are presented. Respective statistical tests confirmed that females had more children than males and that male non-combatants had a higher degree of education (all $p \leq 0.015$). The load of traumatic event types and PTSD symptom severity was high, even within the non-combatants. Moreover, they did not differ significantly from the combatants regarding the two variables. Overall, the non-combatants perpetrated fewer event types than the combatants ($p = 0.001$). The matched male combatants were found to be on average with the rest of the male combatant population. There was no significant difference in appetitive aggression ($\text{AAS}_{\text{matched}}$: mean = 34.1, SE = 3.7; $\text{AAS}_{\text{non-matched}}$: mean = 28.4, SE = 0.7; $p = 0.13$), PTSD symptom severity ($p = 0.18$), the load of traumatic ($p = 0.08$), and perpetrated event types ($p = 0.56$). Normality of the distribution of the AAS scale in each group was verified using Kolmogorov-Smirnov-Tests (all $p > 0.05$) (see Table 3.2). A Brown–Forsythe robust Levene test of homogeneity of variances based on deviation from the median was calculated (Brown and Forsythe, 1974) and revealed a rejection of the hypothesis of homogeneity of variance [$F(3, 66) = 5.00, p = 0.003$]. Comparisons of variances between pairs of groups showed that this effect could be
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traced back to the variance differences between the two civilian and the two combatant groups \([F(1, 66) = 14.18; p < 0.001]\), with combatants showing much higher variances. The inequality of the variances across the groups and the relatively small sample size prevented an assumption of robustness of parametric testing. We ensured the robustness of the analyses using non-parametric tests when the data did not match the criteria for parametric testing (Bortz, 2005). Thus, a Kruskal-Wallis test was performed on the AAS scores and revealed statistically significant group differences at \(p < 0.001\) \((H = 38.84, df = 3)\) (see Figure 3.1). Multiple comparisons between the four groups were conducted by independent sample t-tests for comparisons between females and males from the combatant as well as the civilian groups and by Mann-Whitney U-tests for comparisons between combatant and civilian groups. The critical p-value was Bonferroni adjusted to 0.008. While there was no statistically significant group difference between female and male combatants \([t(28) = 0.1, p = 0.96, d = 0.02]\), male civilians showed statistically significant higher AAS scores than female civilians \([t(31, 32) = 3.03, p = 0.005, d = 0.96]\). Comparisons between combatants and civilians revealed that both female and male combatants had higher AAS scores than any of the civilian group (all Mann-Whitney U-tests < 0.001).

Figure 3.1: Mean AAS Sum Scores in Males and Females with and without Combat Experience. Note: Bars represent standard error.
### 3.6 Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Combatants</th>
<th>Non-combatants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female (n = 15)</td>
<td>Male (n = 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age, years</strong></td>
<td>27.1 (\pm 1.0)</td>
<td>27.6 (\pm 1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[20–32]</td>
<td>[21–35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education level</strong></td>
<td>5.8 (\pm 0.9)</td>
<td>5.3 (\pm 1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0–12]</td>
<td>[0–12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of children</strong></td>
<td>2.1 (\pm 0.4)</td>
<td>0.5 (\pm 0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0–6]</td>
<td>[0–3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum traumatic event types</strong></td>
<td>14.3 (\pm 0.7)</td>
<td>14.6 (\pm 0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[8–18]</td>
<td>[11–17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum perpetrated event types</strong></td>
<td>9.7 (\pm 1.2)</td>
<td>9.9 (\pm 1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0–15]</td>
<td>[3–14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PTSD symptom severity</strong></td>
<td>18.3 (\pm 2.7)</td>
<td>17.6 (\pm 2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[2–32]</td>
<td>[0–33]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean values of participant data presented. SE appear in parenthesis. Ranges appear in brackets.

Table 3.1: Participant demographics and results.
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| TABLE 2 | Summary of statistics performed on ASS scale. |  |
| --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
|  | Non-combatants | Combatants | Test | Comparison | U/Z/F | p |
|  | Female (n=20) | Male (n=20) | Female (n=20) | Male (n=20) |  |
| ASS score, mean (SD) | 3.35 (4.02) | 8.60 (6.62) | 34.33 (15.85) | 34.07 (15.85) | t-test | \( t_{(31,32)} = 3.03 \) | 0.005 |
|  |  |  |  |  |  |
|  | Bonferroni corrected, critical p-value < 0.008. |
| Mann-Whitney U |  |
|  | NC female vs. NC male | \( U_{(1)} = 3.03 \) | 0.005 |
|  | C female vs. C male | \( U_{(1)} = 0.1 \) | 0.96 |
|  | NC female vs. C female | Z = -4.43 | <0.001 |
|  | NC female vs. C male | Z = -6.40 | <0.001 |
|  | NC male vs. C female | Z = -3.97 | <0.001 |
|  | NC male vs. C male | Z = -4.02 | <0.001 |
| AAS score, skewness (SE) | 1.22 (0.51) | 0.21 (0.51) | -0.54 (0.50) | -0.89 (0.50) | Brown–Forsythe Levene test |  |
|  |  |  |  |  |  |
|  | NC female vs. NC male | F(1, 66) = 0.37 | 0.545 |
|  | C female vs. C male | F(1, 66) = 0.37 | 0.545 |
|  | NC female vs. C female | Z = -4.43 | <0.001 |
|  | NC female vs. C male | Z = -6.40 | <0.001 |
|  | NC male vs. C female | Z = -3.97 | <0.001 |
|  | NC male vs. C male | Z = -4.02 | <0.001 |
| AAS score, kurtosis (SE) | 0.91 (0.99) | 1.22 (0.99) | 0.15 (1.12) | 0.18 (1.12) | Previous combat experience |  |
|  |  |  |  |  |  |
|  | NC female vs. NC male | F(1, 66) = 14.18 | <0.001 |
|  | C female vs. C male | F(1, 66) = 14.18 | <0.001 |
|  | NC female vs. C female | Z = -4.43 | <0.001 |
|  | NC female vs. C male | Z = -6.40 | <0.001 |
|  | NC male vs. C female | Z = -3.97 | <0.001 |
|  | NC male vs. C male | Z = -4.02 | <0.001 |

*testing the normality of the distribution of the AAS score.

**Bonferroni corrected, critical p-value < 0.008.

*testing homogeneity of variances.

NC, Non-combatants; C, Combatants.

Table 3.2: Summary of Statistics Performed on AAS Scale.

We would like to qualitatively expound on the result that female combatants can be motivated by pleasure or enjoyment to perpetrate violence in a manner similar to male combatants by presenting a few quotations from the interviews. It should be noted that the following descriptions, while often consistent with international definitions of war crimes, are not inherently out of the ordinary when working in conflict settings. One of the female combatants reported: “When I tortured someone, I liked to do it slowly. Using my bare hands, I would scratch and pull off the penis. Sometimes it would take more than an hour.” Another shared: “I enjoyed most to burn civilians. I told them they would be safe in the building. But then I locked them in and set it on fire. I watched them through the window. I still get wet thinking about it.” And another reported: “I kept my prisoners in a hole outside, and I told them every night before I went to bed that I would kill them the next day. I did this for a year. That was the most fun.” Furthermore, many combatants asserted the perception that female combatants were more dangerous and cruel than males and that they would thereby, in the case of being taken prisoner, prefer male to female captors.

### 3.7 Discussion

In this investigation, we interviewed male and female combatants and civilians in order to assess their perceptions of violent and aggressive behavior as quantified by AAS sum scores. There was no difference between male and female combatants in appetitive aggression, demonstrating that, in a context in which it is situationally appropriate to directly perpetrate violence against others and when males and females have perpetrated similar types of violent acts, both males and females are capable of experiencing aggression as fascinating or pleasurable. Furthermore, the significant difference in AAS sum scores between individuals with combat experience and those without further supports the conclusion that the development of appetitive aggression is related to the perpetration of violent acts. This finding highlights the dynamic nature of appetitive aggression that cannot be simply reduced to sex differences.
Strengths and Limitations  As mentioned above, at the time of the study, there was greater accessibility to former male combatants than female combatants because they were affiliated with separate organizations. The disparity in the numbers in the former combatant and control groups was caused by the fact that we were not yet well-connected to the former female combatant organization and therefore did not have as much access as originally hoped. While equal group sizes would have been preferred, we decided against artificially excluding participants. Amongst the female combatants with whom we talked, we found on average high degrees of appetitive aggression. Selection effects presumably contribute to this phenomenon. The very process of acquiring a weapon to attain fighter status and then having subsequent success to be able to survive on the battlefield is a very challenging undertaking and signals high levels of toughness and determination. Due to obstacles established by cultural norms and a constant threat of abuse by both enemies and allies, presumably all female combatants have to adapt to a perilous environment in order to first be accepted by their comrades. This impression that the female combatants faced formidable obstacles from the very onset of joining armed forces was substantiated by numerous, unofficial participant reports that the initial training of female combatants usually included more life threatening situations and lasted longer in duration than that for the males. To subsequently be designated as fighters and then survive active combat are feats that likely require even higher levels of grit and tenacity. Furthermore, while we cannot ignore that sex differences in genetic predispositions may contribute to diverging appetitive aggression patterns in male and female populations, the finding that female combatants are even capable of experiencing similar levels of appetitive aggression as male combatants is nevertheless vital for updating current research efforts on the manifestation of appetitive aggression. Previous studies focused on male populations had findings that might also play a role in the development of appetitive aggression in females. For example a study with male combatants and former combatants in Burundi found that childhood maltreatment fosters appetitive aggression (Nandi et al., 2015). Another study identified appetitive aggression as a risk factor for current violent behavior (Crombach and Elbert, 2014) and several studies confirmed that appetitive aggression might be as protective factor against the development of PTSD in male combatants (Weierstall et al., 2011, 2012a).

Directions for Future Research  In an effort to confirm the results of our present study and in light of the additional findings from other projects, we have already implemented an investigation with a larger sample of female combatants in Burundi exploring other factors potentially influencing appetitive aggression, such as bonding experiences and maltreatment during childhood. Moreover, we are interested to see how appetitive aggression might influence current risk behavior, the readiness to use violence in parenting and the successful reintegration of combatants into civilian life.
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3.8 Conclusion

Appetitive aggression is not an experience unique to males. In a context such as combat, both males and females are capable of experiencing the perception of aggressive acts as appealing and pleasurable, suggesting that the experience of appetitive aggression and even “combat high” is likely more related to the levels of violence perpetrated than to sex differences. Further research is needed to specify the female experience of appetitive aggression and provide further insight into the overall development and manifestation of appetitive aggression.
3.8 Conclusion
Succumbing to the Call of Violence Sex-linked Development of Appetitive Aggression in Relation to Familial and Organized Violence
4.1 Abstract

Appetitive aggression is the attraction to violent behavior, which can peak in the experience of a combat high. In various war and conflict scenarios, members of armed groups have reported developing a desire to hunt and even kill humans. More recently, we reported that the phenomenon has also been observed in female ex-combatants with varying participation in warfare. Despite recent investigations on risk factors for appetitive aggression, sex specific pathways in the development of appetitive aggression have not yet been delineated. This study investigated moderation effects of sex on previously identified risk factors for appetitive aggression by means of regression analyses in a sample of individuals with varying degrees of warfare participation (overall sample, n = 602). First examining a sample characterized by backgrounds heterogeneous in both sociodemographic data and war experiences, the analysis was then replicated in a subsample of fighters active during the civil war (combatant sample, n = 109). In both samples, regression analyses revealed significant moderation effects of sex. Childhood maltreatment and traumatic events had positive associations on the development of appetitive aggression for males but a negative (childhood maltreatment) or no (traumatic events) association for females. Perpetrated events were more strongly correlated with appetitive aggression for females than for males. This pattern was pronounced for the combatant sample. These results are in favor of sex-linked pathways. In both sexes, appetitive aggression may have evolved as a biologically prepared response to cruel environments but might develop along different trajectories. The current study highlights the need for addressing appetitive aggression in order to support peace-building processes and emphasizes sex specific starting-points.

Keywords: Appetitive aggression, civil war, armed groups, combat, sex differences, gender, child abuse, child maltreatment

4.2 Introduction

As of 2014 and at the exception of the genocide in Rwanda, the worldwide number of fatalities due to armed conflict has peaked since the end of the Cold War (Melander, 2015; Pettersson and Wallensteen, 2015). These violent conflicts span years and decades and often spiral into multiple, overlapping cycles of violence (World Bank, 2011). In the presence of ongoing conflict, individuals living amidst those insecure conditions are likely to develop an inclination towards aggression stemming from the potentially appealing aspects of violent behavior (Elbert et al., 2010; Weierstall and Elbert, 2011; Elbert et al., 2017). In contrast to reactive types of aggression, i.e. a response to a perceived threat, appetitive aggression is intrinsically rewarding and associated with positively evaluated emotions such as excitement. For further distinction from other types of aggression, see Elbert et al. (2017). The phenomenon of appetitive aggression has been reported by multiple
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Combatant populations throughout the world, even years after the official conclusion of the armed conflicts (e.g., Hecker et al., 2012; Hermenau et al., 2013; Weierstall et al., 2013) and, to a lesser extent, in members of armed groups carrying out supportive, non-military tasks (Augsburger et al., 2015). While initially the attraction to violence was considered a potentially predominantly male phenomenon (Nell, 2006; Elbert et al., 2010), recent studies have revealed the occurrence of similar levels of appetitive aggression in both sexes involved in post-conflict regions (Augsburger et al., 2015; Meyer-Parlapanis et al., 2016). Appetitive aggression is likely to contribute to an elevated risk of rejoining an armed force after demobilization or a gang after a prison sentence (Maedl et al., 2010). Accordingly, the identification of risk factors for high traits in appetitive aggression is essential in order to understand waves of instability in conflict regions.

Concerning the etiology of aggressive behavior and violent crime, researchers have focused on the role of adverse childhood experiences. Over two decades ago, Widom (1989) demonstrated that a history of child abuse manifests itself in one’s own perpetration of violence on subsequent generations, known as the cycle of violence. Several studies support this view (for a review see Maas et al., 2008). Additionally, exposure to lifetime traumatic events and subsequent symptoms of posttraumatic stress disorder increased the appeal of aggressive acts in military veterans (MacManus et al., 2013) and civilians (Reijneveld et al., 2003; Taft et al., 2010; Rasche et al., 2016). With respect to research in former conflict regions in Eastern Africa, maltreatment experienced by parents during their childhoods was a significant predictor of violence they later perpetrated against their own children (Crombach and Bambonye, 2015). War-affected individuals are especially vulnerable to passing experiences of maltreatment on to their own offspring (Catani, 2010). Some researchers assumed sex-specific pathways in the transition from self-experienced childhood abuse towards aggressive behavior and crime. For instance, Cullerton-Sen et al. (2008) reported a greater risk of physical aggression after experiences of maltreatment for boys than for girls. Accordingly, in a longitudinal study both physical and emotional child maltreatment predicted adult crime but through different pathways for males and females (Lee et al., 2015). In addition, externalizing behaviors during childhood in response to child abuse were related to later crime commission for males only, whereas internalizing behaviors predicted female crime (Jung et al., 2015). In contrast, other studies found a direct association between exposure to family violence and subsequent proactive aggression only for adolescent females (Calvete and Orue, 2013). Accordingly, child sexual abuse was related to increased frequency of aggressive acts in women but not in men (Trabold et al., 2015). Moreover, others reported no sex differences for the relation between child abuse and adolescent delinquency or adult crime (Arata et al., 2007; Topitzes et al., 2012). Regarding appetitive aggression specifically, there is evidence that combatants are drawn into a cycle of violence due to the intrinsically rewarding perpetration of aggression (Hecker et al., 2012; Weierstall et al., 2012). With respect to the impact of childhood
maltreatment and traumatic events were tested in a study with male Burundian former combatants and active soldiers. Childhood maltreatment strengthened the association between self-perpetrated violence and appetitive aggression. Lifetime traumatic events additionally predicted appetitive aggression (Nandi et al., 2015). Moreover, positive associations between appetitive aggression and former exposure to violence were evident in South African male adolescents (Hinsberger et al., 2016; Sommer et al., 2017). Beyond, the identification of further risk factors for appetitive aggression has remained challenging and so far only been investigated in males. To date the hypothesis of sex-specific risk factors for the development of appetitive aggression has not been investigated. Accordingly, the purpose of the current study was to assess associations between risk factors in the development of appetitively aggressive behavior in males and females. We aimed to answer this question by testing moderation effects of sex on the prediction of appetitive aggression by previously identified risk factors, as moderation allows specifying conditions under which predictor and outcome are related (Hayes, 2013). More specifically, we investigated if sex moderated the association between appetitive aggression and perpetrated events, lifetime traumatic events, and childhood maltreatment respectively in a Burundian sample comprising of males and females with varying levels of adverse childhood experiences and war exposure and combat participation. For this reason, we chose to include civilians as well as combatants to reflect this wide array of diverse life experiences incurred during the civil war in Burundi. Accordingly, our analysis procedure was two-folded: In a first step, a mixed sample of Burundian male and female former members of armed groups and civilians were analyzed (overall sample). In a second step these results were validated in a sample comprising only of male and female former combatants having had similar experiences during fighting (combatant sample). Burundi is a small country and located in the African Great Lakes region. Similar to its neighbor Rwanda, Burundi’s past is characterized by ethnic conflicts between Hutus and Tutsis, resulting in the death of over 300,000 civilians and a long-lasting civil war being waged until its formal termination in 2006 (Uvin, 2009). Despite the last official demobilizations of armed group members having taken place in 2009 (World Bank, 2009), the country continues to struggle with reinstating stability and security in the face of persistent outbreaks of violence (United States Department of State - Bureau of Democracy, 2013). Burundi was targeted for data collection due to its violent history and present and persistent instability. Moreover, the known existence of a considerable number of female members of armed groups proved this country ideal for this investigation.
4.3 Material and Methods

4.3.1 Procedure

This cross-sectional study combines data from two assessment periods in 2012 and 2014. Initially, research was undertaken with an almost exclusively male sample in 2012. At that time, the existence of female combatants was rather unknown, resulting in a limited number of female participants. In 2014 data collection was extended towards an entire group of female participants. Additionally, some of the most-affected male participants from the 2012 investigation could be interviewed a second time. A team of experienced clinical psychologists from the University of Konstanz, Germany and advanced psychology students from the University Lumière in Burundi collected the data. Participation in the study was voluntary; all participants provided informed consent. They received financial compensation equivalent to 5€ (2012, 2014) and a refund of transportation costs (2014). Ethical review boards of the University Lumière de Bujumbura, Burundi, and of the University of Konstanz, Germany, approved the project. Sample sizes were determined according to the feasibility of data collection in post-conflict regions. See the online supportive material for more detailed information about procedures.

4.3.2 Participants

All individuals invited agreed to participate. In total semi-structured interviews were conducted with 605 Burundian participants. Three female combatants were excluded prior to data analysis due to discrepancies in the information provided. The overall sample in the first analysis consisted of 453 former combatants (387 males, 66 females) who had been demobilized after the end of the civil war and 149 participants without combat experience (25 males, 124 females). The latter were either civilians or former members of armed groups having performed non-military tasks. In the second analysis all combatants assessed in 2014 were included, namely 53 female combatants and 56 male combatants who had been reassessed in 2014. Figure 1 of the online supportive material provides an overview of details regarding the assessment periods and the composition of the samples.

4.3.3 Measures

Questionnaires used for semi-structured interviews were translated from validated English or French versions to Kirundi and blindly back translated. Potential divergences in meaning were discussed with all parties until consensus was reached. In addition to socio-demographic data and combat experience (yes/no), the following measures were applied:
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**Traumatic events**  To measure lifetime traumatic load, self-experienced (e.g. having survived a natural disaster) and witnessed (e.g. witnessed killing of someone) event types were assessed by means of a dichotomously coded event list with 19 items (response options: yes/no). Events included specific, war-related incidents and events of the Posttraumatic Diagnostic Scale (Foa et al., 1997). The event list has been applied in various war-affected populations in Africa (e.g., Neuner et al., 2004). Items were summed up to indicate the number of different experienced event types, ranging between 0 and 19. This checklist was applied in 2012 and 2014.

**Perpetrated events**  Lifetime self-committed violence was assessed in the same manner as the traumatic load with a checklist previously used in combatant samples (Weierstall and Elbert, 2011). We assessed the lifetime perpetration of 14 different types of violence (e.g., physical assault, sexual assault, homicide). This checklist was applied in 2012 and 2014.

**Childhood maltreatment I**  In both 2012 and 2014 abuse experienced before the age of 18 was assessed via 4 items covering the major domains of possible abuse (Teicher et al., 2006): sexual abuse, neglect, physical abuse, and frequent verbal abuse. As before, items were coded dichotomously, confirming occurrence during childhood, and summed up, ranging between 0-4. This checklist was applied in 2012 and 2014.

**Childhood maltreatment II**  In order to further analyze the role of child maltreatment, a detailed checklist of 30 items was implemented in 2014. The checklist was derived from the domestic and community violence checklist, which had already been used with various samples of children in East Africa (Hermenau et al., 2011; Crombach and Elbert, 2014). It covers adverse childhood experiences from different domains including verbal, physical, and sexual abuse and neglect, and additionally assesses different degrees of intensity (e.g. being slapped, being hit with an object, being punched). The items refer to the first 18 years of the participant’s life. Answers were coded dichotomously (yes/no) and summed up to reach a total score ranging between 0-30. This checklist was applied to the participants in 2014 only.

**Appetitive Aggression**  A positive and exhilarating perception of violence was assessed using the 15-items Appetitive Aggression Scale (AAS). The AAS has been validated on 1,632 participants from war-affected regions. It presents good psychometric properties regarding validity and reliability. Factor analysis revealed one single factor, suggesting that it assesses a distinct construct of human aggression (Weierstall and Elbert, 2011). The AAS has been successfully applied in various post-crisis settings. Ratings were made on a five-point Likert scale from total disagreement (0) to total agreement (4) and summed up,
reaching a sum score between 0-60. Cronbach α coefficient was .92 for the overall sample and .89 for the combatant sample. This checklist was applied in 2012 and 2014.

4.3.4 Data analysis

Using R, robust multiple linear regression analyses were applied to predict appetitive aggression (Rousseeuw et al., 2015). This approach allows dealing with the presence of non-normal and heteroscedastic data. In order to facilitate interpretation, continuous predictors were mean centered before entering into the regression equation (Hayes, 2013). Categorical variables (sex, combat experience) were dummy-coded with males and no combat experience as reference groups. In a first step, previously identified risk factors (combat experience, child maltreatment, perpetrated event types, traumatic event types) and respective interactions between these variables and sex were entered into the regression model. Additionally, age and its interaction with sex were included as covariates. Subsequently, non-significant predictors and interactions except sex were removed from the model. Robust adjusted r squared was used as fit index. Robust Wald test with pseudo degrees of freedom was applied for model comparison.

4.4 Results

In the overall sample (n = 412 males, n = 190 females), males were older (mean years 35.6, SD = 8.7 versus 30.4, SD = 7.9, p < .001), better educated (mean years = 6.6 (SD = 3.2), versus mean = 5.6 (SD = 3.9), p < .001), had fewer children (mean = 2.11 (SD = 2.1) versus mean = 2.8 (SD = 2.1), p < .001), had experienced more traumatic event types (mean = 13.6 (SD = 2.5) versus mean = 12.3, (SD = 3.8), p < .001) and had perpetrated more violent acts than females (mean = 8.1 (SD = 3.6), versus mean = 3.7 (SD = 4.3), p < .001). Males also reported higher levels of appetitive aggression (mean = 27.4 (SD = 22.5), versus mean = 13 (SD = 13.6), p < .001). Experienced maltreatment during childhood did not differ between the sexes (mean .9 (SD = 1.0) versus mean = 1.1 (SD = 1.2), p = .27). In the combatant sample (n = 56 males, n = 53 females), the sexes only differed in age and traumatic event types. Males were older than females (mean = 39.8 (SD = 10.03), versus mean = 31.0 (SD = 7.4), p < .001) and had experienced fewer traumatic event types (mean = 14.2 (SD = 2.3) versus mean = 15.9 (SD = 2.8), p < .001). They had comparable levels of education (mean years males = 7.0 (SD = 2.8), mean years females = 6.5 (SD = 3.7), p = .52), and numbers of children (mean males = 3.1 (SD = 2.3), mean females = 2.6 (SD = 2.0), p = .26). Experienced childhood maltreatment assessed with the more detailed questionnaire was similar (mean males = 14.8 (SD = 5.9), mean females = 15.5 (SD = 5.8), p = .73). Also perpetrated events (mean males = 6.3 (SD = 3.3), mean females = 7.0 (SD = 4.1), p = .34) and appetitive aggression (mean males = 21.1 (SD =
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9.1), mean females = 21.25 (SD = 11.7), p = .77) did not differ between the sexes in the combatant sample. Correlations between the variables are shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Correlation matrix grouped by sex for the overall sample (A) and the combatant sample (B). Note. Spearman’s Rho rank correlations were calculated for continuous variables, point-biserial correlation for relations with the dichotomous variable (combat) in the overall sample. a) refers to the 4-item questionnaire of child abuse used in the total sample during the assessments in both 2012 and 2014; b) refers to the more detailed assessment during 2014 only. Asterisks indicate level of significance, with * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.

4.4.1 Regression Analyses

Regarding the overall sample, all predictors and interactions except sex were significant (child maltreatment I and sex x perpetrated events only marginally). The covariate age and its interaction with sex also reached significance. Adjusted R squared was .63 (SE = 9.34), the model was superior to the null model with F(576,11)=1358.3, p < .001. Results were similar for the combatant sample from the 2014 study that utilized the more detailed child maltreatment questionnaire. However, neither age nor traumatic events nor their interactions had any impact on the prediction of appetitive aggression and consequently were removed from the model. Coefficients for child maltreatment II as well as the interaction perpetrated events x sex reached significance in the combatant sample. All other variables showed the same pattern as in the overall sample. Adjusted R squared was .52 (SE = .54), with F(103,5)=161.03, p < .001. The regression models for both samples are shown in Table 4.2.
### Table 4.2: Final regression models predicting appetitive aggression from a sex-linked pathway perspective for the overall sample (pattern A, left side) and the combatant sample (pattern B, right side). Note. The intercept was removed due to better readability. Unstandardized b-coefficients of the centered model with 95% confidence intervals, standard errors (SE) and t-values are shown. a) refers to the 4-item questionnaire of child abuse used in the total sample (child maltreatment I); b) refers to the more detailed assessment during 2014 (child maltreatment II). Asterisks indicate level of significance, with ° p < .08, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001. Significant coefficients are shown in boldface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(A) Overall sample (n = 602)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>(B) Combatants (n = 109)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>−0.26***</td>
<td>[−0.41, −0.11]</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>−3.94</td>
<td>−0.70</td>
<td>[−3.64, 2.24]</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>−0.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>[1.20, 6.41]</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.71***</td>
<td>[0.46, 0.97]</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat</td>
<td>9.90***</td>
<td>(6.44, 13.36)</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child maltreatment a,b</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>[−0.02, 2.62]</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>0.68**</td>
<td>[0.12, 1.24]</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpetrated events</td>
<td>1.81***</td>
<td>[1.40, 2.21]</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>8.84</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traumatic events</td>
<td>1.24***</td>
<td>[0.69, 1.79]</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex * combat</td>
<td>−5.69*</td>
<td>[−10.63, −0.75]</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>−2.26</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex * child maltreatment a,b</td>
<td>−1.72*</td>
<td>[−3.36, −0.07]</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>−2.05</td>
<td>1.06***</td>
<td>[−1.49, 0.62]</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex * perpetrated events</td>
<td>0.54*</td>
<td>[−0.07, 1.15]</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.66***</td>
<td>[0.92, 2.40]</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex * traumatic events</td>
<td>−1.20**</td>
<td>[−1.84, −0.56]</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>−3.67</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex * age</td>
<td>0.28**</td>
<td>[0.09, 0.47]</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4 Results

Figure 4.1: Two-way interactions in the overall sample between sex and perpetrated events (a), child maltreatment (b), traumatic events (c), age (d), combat experience (e), respectively. Only four items were available for the overall sample to indicate childhood maltreatment. The figure demonstrates that, for females (green line), only self-perpetrated events and combat experience were associated with an increase in appetitive aggression, whereas for males, child maltreatment as well as traumatic events had an impact.

From Figure 4.1 it can be derived that in the overall sample for females the association between perpetrated events and appetitive aggression was stronger than for males. There was a reverse effect for combat experience, with a stronger association existing for males. Moreover, traumatic events were correlated with appetitive aggression for males but not females. The same applied to the age of the participants, which was negatively related
among males. Lastly, child maltreatment was only positively associated with appetitive aggression for males.

Figure 4.2: Two-way interaction in the combatant sample between sex and perpetrated events (a), and sex and childhood maltreatment (panel b). In this sample, childhood maltreatment was assessed with a detailed 30 item checklist. The figure shows that the pattern in the overall sample (see figure 1) can be replicated in the combatant sample and with a different measurement regarding childhood maltreatment: For females, perpetrated events are even more strongly associated with appetitive aggression, whereas the reversed pattern illustrates that the association with childhood maltreatment is negative. Exposure to traumatic events was not relevant in this sample and removed from the figure.

Interaction effects of the combatant sample are visually displayed in Figure 4.2. They indicate that the interaction effect between perpetrated events and sex was even more pronounced in combatants. Additionally, traumatic events in the combatant sample were negatively associated with female appetitive aggression.

4.5 Discussion

The aim of the current study was to investigate whether sex moderated relations between risk factors and appetitive aggression. To date, there has not yet been a study that has assessed appetitive aggression in a sample of war-affected individuals, including both civilians and combatants on active duty during the civil war.

Our results are in line with the assumption of sex-specific pathways: Both adverse childhood experiences and lifetime traumatic events had a positive association with appeti-
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tive aggression – but only for males. For females, there was no significant relation between appetitive aggression and traumatic events and a reversed relation between childhood maltreatment and appetitive aggression. This is concordant with previous studies showing positive associations between physical aggression and childhood abuse for males only (Cullerton-Sen et al., 2008). Moreover, our findings are supported by two longitudinal studies that demonstrate different trajectories for males and females in the transmission from child abuse to adult crime (Jung et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2015). However, our results also stand in contrast to a number of studies presenting a stronger positive association between adverse childhood experiences and aggression for females than for males (Calvete and Orue, 2013; Trabold et al., 2015) and with studies who did not find evidence for sex-specific pathways (Arata et al., 2007; Topitzes et al., 2012). These inconsistent findings with respect to sex-specific pathways in the development of aggression are likely to arise from several methodological and conceptual differences between the studies: In most retrospective studies, participants had been selected because of their involvement in the criminal justice system based on official documents, such as court records (Topitzes et al., 2012; Trabold et al., 2015). Accordingly, participants in those studies were limited to criminal offenders. In the single longitudinal study that did not find sex differences, participants were recruited from an institutional child welfare residence due to prior familial abuse experiences (Calvete and Orue, 2013). Accordingly, all of these studies were characterized by highly selective samples. In the current study, participants with a broad background of experiences were included, both civilians (who had also witnessed the Burundian civil war) and former members of armed groups, representing a less selective population. In addition, the majority of studies with a correlational design were with adolescent samples (Arata et al., 2007; Cullerton-Sen et al., 2008; Calvete and Orue, 2013). In the current study, participants were all adults. Consequently, pathways regarding adult aggression might be different.

Moreover, aggression-related outcome variables varied between the studies ranging from different types of aggressive behavior to crime or violent offending. Studies directly measuring criminal behavior such as specifically intimate partner violence (Trabold et al., 2015), acts of delinquency (Arata et al., 2007) or using official court records as outcome variable (Topitzes et al., 2012) were those that did not find evidence for sex-specific pathways. However, there is one exception: Lee et al. (2015) assessed different types of law-violating behavior over the year prior to the study and found sex-specific trajectories. Studies confirming findings about sex-specific pathways did not assess involvement in criminal activities but rather focused on externalizing behavior or aggressive acts (Cullerton-Sen et al., 2008; Jung et al., 2015), except for Calvete and Orue (2013), who did not support sex-specific pathways when assessing proactive aggression. Taken together, each of the studies differently conceptualized aggression or aggressive behavior. However, none specifically took into account appetitive aggression. Since this type of aggression seems to be an
adaptation to violent environments (Crombach and Elbert, 2014) and develops under continuous threat (Hinsberger et al., 2016), its development is likely to differ from other types of aggression.

In summary, these conceptual variations between studies are likely to account for differences in findings and heterogeneous results. Also, none of the previous studies were conducted in a post-crisis region such as Burundi with high rates of daily violence but rather in civilian Western European or North American settings. This fact might also contribute to differences in results. It is assumed that sex-specific trajectories might develop based on what type of aggressive behavior is measured in which setting. Regarding sex effects in appetitive aggression, it is likely to develop as an adaptation strategy under conditions of extreme stress and threat (Crombach and Elbert, 2014). From this point of view, sex-specific trajectories in long-term stress reactions and adaptation are advantageous. In explaining sex differences in general aggression, Campbell (2013) argues from an evolutionary perspective that males and females are thought to have participated differently in raising offspring. Accordingly, the survival of descendants may have relied to a greater extent on the mothers’ rather than the fathers’ survival. Thereby it is beneficial for mothers to be at a reduced risk for injury. Since lower levels of appetitive aggression reduce the overall inclination toward aggression and also subsequent risk of injury due to fighting (Augsburger et al., 2015), they increase the chances for reproductive success. Accordingly, from this evolutionary perspective, reducing females’ risk for developing appetitive aggression might be beneficial. As a consequence, behavioral changes in response to adverse childhood experiences or traumatic events may be associated with reduced risk for appetitively aggressive behavior in females but not in males. This interpretation also fits with previous research showing that females tend to employ less risky forms of aggressiveness more often, such as relational aggression (Archer, 2004; Cullerton-Sen et al., 2008). Furthermore, the risk of injury is reduced because relational aggression or indirect types of aggression do not typically involve high-risk physical forms of aggression. However when it is necessary to immediately protect one’s own offspring against a perceived threat, females are willing to risk high levels of injury – i.e., they demonstrate strong reactive aggressive reactions similar to those of males (Campbell, 2013). When the life threat persists, as is the case in post-conflict regions, we assume that there is a threshold shift in the perception of violence in which reactive aggression transitions to appetitive aggression in females. This interpretation aligns with our results, as lifetime perpetrated acts are more positively associated with appetitive aggression for females than for males. First, the perpetration of violent acts serve as the groundwork for the development of appetitive aggression to a greater extent in females. Thus, females can be carried away by the violence in a manner similar to males (Meyer-Parlapanis et al., 2016), but, in contrast to males, initial barriers for onset may be higher. Thus, it is not sex per se that compromises the ability to develop appetitive aggression but rather the interaction with specific experiences in order to enhance the
probability of survival. Originating from these sex-specific behavioral reactions as suggested by Campbell (2013), we argue that in the context of ongoing threat high levels of appetitive aggression are also beneficial for females in order to maintain an approach-motivation to encounter the threat.

Regarding the interaction between age and sex in the overall sample, potential confounding variables such as the combat intensity associated with growing up during certain periods of the civil war are likely to be a reason for the moderation effects of sex. Furthermore, some female former members of armed groups performed non-military tasks during their service, complicating comparisons with the male, non-combatant group. To account for this potential confound, the overall model was proven in an exclusive sample of male and female former combatants assessed during the same time period (combatant sample). Despite the male former combatant group consisting of participants who had been interviewed again in 2014 due to high posttraumatic stress disorder related impairment and elevated levels of appetitive aggression, they did not significantly differ from female combatants in the aforementioned event types, indicating similar experiences shared overall between male and female combatants. This replication of the main results found in the overall sample in the combatant sample demonstrates robust sex linked effects in the development of appetitive aggression. Additionally, the more detailed assessment of childhood maltreatment with a different questionnaire in this second analysis adds even more weight to the stability of our findings.

Limitations of the study Owing to the correlational nature of our research design, it is not possible to determine a cause-and-effect relationship. Moreover, effects might be underestimated due to the retrospective design with memory effects having affected the results. Also, our interpretation of the findings is suggestive in nature and needs further research in order to be verified. Additionally, types of traumatic events such as experiences of sexual violence are known to differ between the sexes and may thus be one of the drivers of the sex-specific trajectories, particularly in war-affected regions. This could not be taken into account in the analyses. Also, the assessment of child maltreatment with a more detailed questionnaire being utilized only in 2014 made it impossible to compare the effects of a different questionnaire in the overall sample. Lastly, numbers of female combatants (n = 66) in relation to male combatants (n = 387) in the overall analysis was very small, compromising generalizability of our findings.

4.6 Conclusion

Our study substantially differs from other approaches regarding study design, specific sample, and setting. Whilst other studies took place in Western settings, we have focused on individuals in Burundi who have all faced war and crisis but each to very different
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extents (ranging from active participation within armed groups to witnessing the civil war as a civilian). Accordingly, the current sample was very heterogeneous, also with respect to potential sex-specific experiences during the civil war. Nevertheless, this initial investigation of sex-linked pathways in the development of aggression points to the possibility that appetitive aggression is fostered in conflict regions but along different trajectories for both sexes. Since appetitive aggression hinders the transition into a civilian society (Maedl et al., 2010), high traits should be addressed not only when targeting risk factors in demobilization and reintegration programs but also when providing general services for the civilian population within humanitarian settings in former crisis regions. Hereby, a sex-specific approach is strongly suggested. Moreover, future longitudinal studies should investigate sex-specific mechanisms in the development of appetitive aggression.

Interaction effects of the combatant sample are visually displayed in Figure 4.1. They indicate that the interaction effect between perpetrated events and sex was even more pronounced in combatants. Additionally, traumatic events in the combatant sample were negatively associated with female appetitive aggression.
4.6 Conclusion
Chapter 5. Appetitive Aggression and Adverse Childhood Experiences Shape Violent Behavior in Females Formerly Associated with Combat
5.1 Abstract

This study investigated the impact of violent experiences during childhood, posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and appetitive aggression on everyday violent behavior in Burundian females with varying participation in war. Moreover, group differences in trauma-related and aggression variables were expected. Appetitive aggression describes the perception of violence perpetration as fascinating and appealing and is a common phenomenon in former combatants. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 158 females, either former combatants, supporters of armed forces or civilians during the civil war in Burundi. The PTSD Symptom Scale Interview was used to assess PTSD symptom severity, the Appetitive Aggression Scale to measure appetitive aggression and the Domestic and Community Violence Checklist to assess both childhood maltreatment and recent aggressive behavior. Former combatants had experienced more traumatic events, perpetrated more violence and reported higher levels of appetitive aggression than supporters and civilians. They also suffered more severely from PTSD symptoms than civilians but not than supporters. The groups did not differ regarding childhood maltreatment. Both appetitive aggression and childhood violence predicted ongoing aggressive behavior, whereas the latter outperformed PTSD symptom severity. These findings support current research showing that adverse childhood experiences and a positive attitude toward aggression serve as the basis for aggressive behavior and promote an ongoing cycle of violence in post-conflict regions. Female members of armed groups are in need of demobilization procedures including trauma-related care and interventions addressing appetitive aggression.

Keywords: posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), trauma, childhood maltreatment, violence, aggression, female combatant, Burundi, post-conflict country

5.2 Introduction

Even several years after the establishment of peace, the inhabitants in post-conflict regions still struggle with the aftermath of war. Poverty, poor health, lack of security, and high rates of violence pose major challenges to both the individual and the overarching society (Saile et al., 2014). War-affected individuals often contend with significant mental health complications. In line with the building block effect, i.e., mental ill-health due to cumulative exposure to traumatic stressors (Neuner et al., 2004), prevalence rates of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) in war-affected populations are severely elevated (e.g., Steel et al., 2002; Karunakara et al., 2004; Nandi et al., 2015). In addition, a growing body of research demonstrates a link between traumatization and enhanced aggressive behavior in military personnel that continues after deployment (Byrne and Riggs, 1996; Morland et al., 2012; MacManus et al., 2013). For some individuals returning from combat, PTSD symptoms,
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such as hyperarousal and angry outbursts, are exhibited in violent behavior (Galovski and Lyons, 2004; Orth and Wieland, 2006).

Though high rates of PTSD are present among former combatants, hyperarousal cannot fully account for the high prevalence of violence observed in post-war societies. In fact, Elbert et al. (2010) postulated that active combatants and child soldiers might perceive the perpetration of brutal aggressive acts as appealing and intrinsically rewarding. This perception of violence as exciting, i.e., appetitive aggression, has been reported by a variety of combatants in different post-conflict regions. Several studies suggest that appetitive aggression helps combatants maintain functionality and cope with trauma-related mental health symptoms in life threatening and violent environments (e.g., Hecker et al., 2012; Weierstall et al., 2013a,b). While developing appetitive aggression in such adverse environments seems to be beneficial in order to regain feelings of power and control, it most likely also enhances the likelihood of violent behavior (Crombach and Elbert, 2015). Moreover, high levels of appetitive aggression impede the successful reintegration of former combatants (Maedl et al., 2010).

Beyond the impact of PTSD and appetitive aggression in explaining ongoing violence in post-conflict regions, research has also focused on the effect of childhood maltreatment. According to the cycle of violence hypothesis (Widom, 1989), adverse childhood experiences culminate in aggressive behavior toward one’s own children – thus producing an ongoing climate of violence in families. This trans-generational effect of childhood maltreatment was also observed in Sub-Saharan African post-conflict regions. Rwandan parents with histories of childhood abuse had an elevated risk of perpetrating violence against their own children (Rieder and Elbert, 2013; Roth et al., 2014). However, the impact of childhood maltreatment and trauma-related disorders on abusive child-rearing practices is not yet fully understood (Pears and Capaldi, 2001; Catani, 2010).

The majority of studies focusing on the relationship between combat exposure and ongoing violence in post-conflict regions almost exclusively focused on male combatants or soldiers (McKay and Mazurana, 2004; Coulter et al., 2008; Herrmann and Palmieri, 2010). However, studies indicate that females in conflict regions are also active agents of warfare and make up a proportion to 30% of members of armed groups (Brett, 2002; Mazurana, 2004). Girl soldiers were part of fighting forces in 55 countries, 38 of these were involved in internal wars between 1990 and 2003 (McKay and Mazurana, 2004). Females cover a variety of tasks, ranging from supportive, caretaking roles (e.g., cooking or washing) to performing as armed combatants (Mazurana and Carlson, 2004; Coulter et al., 2008; Annan et al., 2009). Some also hold central commanding roles, having achieved high-ranking military positions and authority (Mazurana, 2004; Coulter et al., 2008). For many, membership in an armed group is accompanied by an expansion of traditional gender roles and thereby new possibilities (Coulter et al., 2008).
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Though the number of quantitative studies about women or girls at war has been increasing, little is known about the challenges with which female, former members of armed groups contend post-war. Only a minority have been formally included in disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration processes (Schauer and Elbert, 2010). In a review of US soldiers, female active-duty service members were found to be at the same risk for developing PTSD as their male counterparts (Chaumba and Bride, 2010). In a survey about youth in Uganda, girls abducted by Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) reported 20% higher rates of psychological distress compared to female non-abductees, even years after their return home (Annan et al., 2011).

In probably all cultures, females are assumed to be less aggressive than males (Richardson, 2005; Stockley and Campbell, 2013). However, sex differences vary depending on the social context and different forms of aggression (Archer, 2004; Campbell, 2006). From an evolutionary point of view, it has been argued that males have been more involved in competition regarding social status, wealth, and sexual partners, and that for them aggressive behavior might be a promising strategy (Wilson et al., 2002). Campbell (2013) argues, due to their evolutionary higher involvement in raising children females prefer strategies with lower risk to get injured such as indirect forms of aggression in order to not jeopardize reproductive success. In contrast, Richardson and Hammock (2007) emphasize the impact of gender role expectations, as the traditional role model of femininity is inconsistent with aggressive acts. Concerning appetitive aggression in females, studies are limited and inconsistent. In a sample of Rwandan genocide perpetrators, females reported lower levels than males (Weierstall et al., 2011). In contrast, no gender effect in the prediction of appetitive aggression was revealed in a sample of Columbian ex-combatants (Weierstall et al., 2013a). Meyer-Parlapanis et al. (submitted) found that females when having experienced similar combat-related events can develop levels comparable to males. Aiming to further strengthen the knowledge about the challenges female ex-combatants face post-war, particularly in Sub-Saharan African post-conflict regions, the present study was conducted.

Burundi was selected for data collection owing to its continued struggle in the aftermath of a long-lasting civil war. It is a small but densely populated state in the African Great Lakes Region that has suffered a long history of ethnic violent conflicts. In 1993 the conflict escalated into a civil war between the Tutsi-dominated army and armed Hutu rebel groups (United States Institute of Peace, 2002). Throughout this conflict over 300,000 people, mostly civilians, were killed. The war ended in 2006 (Uvin, 2009), and the last demobilizations of rebel members officially took place in 2009 (World Bank, 2009). Today, the country continues to grapple with high levels of violence. The recent violent outbursts in response to political elections exemplify the sustained fragility of peace in Burundi (United Nations, 2015).
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With the present study it was aimed to assess how females in settings like Burundi cope with adverse experiences made throughout their lives. Female, former members of armed groups were compared to civilians who had never been active agents in the civil war. Former rebels were further allocated to two groups: combatants having participated in active fighting or supporters having been only involved in supportive, non-military tasks.

We investigated differences in exposure to childhood violence and traumatic events, as well as the perpetration of violent acts and their consequences for mental health in terms of PTSD and appetitive aggression. Moreover, we assessed predictors of low-threshold daily aggressive behavior to gain insight into the cycle of violence. The highest levels of exposure to both traumatic and perpetrated events were expected within former members of armed groups as well as high levels of appetitive aggression in former combatants due to their combat experience. A similar pattern was assumed to hold true for PTSD symptoms because of the building block effect. Finally, threshold changes in aggressive behavior were expected between the groups. It was hypothesized that high levels of appetitive aggression and PTSD contribute to perpetrating more recent aggressive acts. Furthermore, the impact of experienced childhood maltreatment on the assumed relationships between PTSD, appetitive aggression and violent behavior was of interest.

5.3 Methods

5.3.1 Participants

Semi-structured diagnostic interviews were conducted with 158 women in Burundi who had either been former combatants (n = 54), supporters of armed groups without involvement in fighting (n = 50), or civilians (serving as control group, n = 54). One former combatant was excluded prior to data analysis due to discrepancies in the information provided. Demographics of the three groups are shown in Table 5.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables regarding membership in armed groups</th>
<th>Fighter (n = 53)</th>
<th>Supporter (n = 50)</th>
<th>Control (n = 54)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, years, M (SD) [range]</td>
<td>30.83 (7.18) [20–55]</td>
<td>32.94 (9.55) [18–58]</td>
<td>30.45 (7.76) [19–58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, years, M (SD) [range]</td>
<td>6.62 (3.78) [0–13]</td>
<td>4.78 (2.58) [0–13]</td>
<td>5.35 (4.74) [0–16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children, No., M (SD) [range]</td>
<td>2.51 (2.03) [0–7]</td>
<td>3.02 (2.36) [0–10]</td>
<td>3.15 (2.2) [0–8]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M, mean; SD, standard deviation, No., number, NA, not applicable.

Table 5.1: Participant demographics and military involvement.

Respective statistical tests indicated no significant differences between the groups in age, number of children, education, and working situation (all \( p \geq 0.07 \)). Former combatants and supporters did not differ regarding military variables (all \( p \geq 0.37 \)).
5.3.2 Procedure

Data collection was carried out in fall 2014 in Bujumbura, Burundi. Former armed group members were invited to the study with the help of a local contact person from an official national veteran association. Female civilians inhabiting the same neighborhoods as the former members of armed groups were invited to participate as controls. A mixed team of experienced clinical psychologists from the University of Konstanz and trained local psychology students conducted the interviews. The latter either worked as translators (English/French – Kirundi) or performed interviews on their own following intensive training. They had gathered extensive experience in previous projects and were closely supervised to guarantee high interviewer reliability. Each interview lasted about 2–3 h and took place in either the rooms of the Centre for Mental Health (Centre Akabanga) or at a military training compound (Camp Muha) in Bujumbura, both provided by the Burundian army. Interviewers ensured that the interviews were conducted privately. Participants received 10,000 BIF (approximately 5€) for compensation and a refund of transport costs. In addition, respondents were offered to participate in another study (not reported here). The Ethical Review Boards of both the University of Konstanz and the University Lumière of Bujumbura approved the study. All participants provided informed consent.

5.4 Measures

All instruments were translated and blindly back translated from a validated English or French version into Kirundi. Differences in meaning were discussed with both translators and a team of local psychologists until a consensus was reached. Socio-demographics and Military Involvement Participants were asked for age, level of education, working situation, and number of children. When applicable, details about participation in the rebel movement were asked (year of and age at entry, forced or voluntary joining, duration spent in the armed group).

Traumatic Event Types  A 20-item event list that has been applied in different contexts with populations affected by violent conflicts (Neuner et al., 2004; Nandi et al., 2015) was used to assess lifetime traumatic load. Events from the Posttraumatic Diagnostic Scale (Foa et al., 1997) were incorporated as well as different war-related witnessed and self-experienced events (e.g., being attacked). It was asked whether or not certain events had been experienced. Thus, items were coded dichotomously with 0 (no) or 1 (yes). Event types were summed up to measure the total traumatic load.

Perpetrated Event Types  To assess lifetime self-committed violence, 15 different types of perpetrated violence (e.g., committed assaults, mutilation) were assessed. The checklist
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**Childhood Violence** Exposure to violence during childhood was assessed with a 30-item culturally adapted version of the Domestic and Community Violence Checklist (DCVC, for details see Hermenau et al., 2011; Crombach and Elbert, 2014). It incorporates different experiences of maltreatment from various dimensions (psychological, physical, sexual violence, neglect) ranging from small (e.g., being pinched) to very severe events (e.g., sexual abuse). Again, all items were coded dichotomously and summed up. The sum score represents the number of experiences, ranging from 0 to 30.

**Current Aggressive Behavior** In order to measure the level of perpetration of violence, questions from the DCVC were also asked from a perpetrator’s perspective (e.g., have you pinched someone) during the period of the last 3 months. Three items were added to assess reactive components of current aggression (e.g., Have you fought back, because you were attacked), whereas one item was removed (having witnessed sexual abuse), as this was not transformable into a perpetrator’s perspective. Items were coded in the same manner and summed up as above, reaching a sum score from 0 to 32.

**Appetitive Aggression** To assess the extent of propensity toward appetitive aggression the Appetitive Aggression Scale (AAS) was used (Weierstall and Elbert, 2011). It contains 15 items about the positive and exhilarating perception of violence related to a combatant setting (e.g., “Is it exciting for you if you make an opponent really suffer?”) and were rated on a five-point Likert scale ranging from 0 (I totally disagree) to 4 (I totally agree). Items were summed up to create a sum score between 0 and 60. Internal consistency was very high in the current study (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.95$).

**PTSD Symptom Severity** The PTSD Symptom Scale-Interview (PSS-I, Foa et al., 1993; Foa and Tolin, 2000) was used to assess the frequency of PTSD symptoms. It is comprised of 17 items, each referring to one of the symptoms for PTSD according to DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association [APA], 2000). Answers are scored on a four-point Likert scale ranging from 0 (not at all) to 3 (five or more times per week/almost always). Items are summed up to a sum score ranging between 0 and 51. The PSS-I has proven validity in comparable samples (Ertl et al., 2010) and good psychometric properties (Foa and Tolin, 2000). Internal consistency in the current study was high (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.94$).
5.5 Data Analysis

SPSS 21.0 was used for statistical analysis. A MANOVA, followed by alpha-adjusted univariate F-tests, was calculated to assess group differences regarding childhood violence, traumatic events, perpetrated event types, PTSD symptom severity, and appetitive aggression. Post hoc tests were conducted using Games-Howell. To assess predictors of current aggressive behavior hierarchical multiple linear regression analyses were conducted. Group membership was dummy-coded with combatants as reference group. No univariate or multivariate outliers were found. Skewness and curtosis of variables as well as homogeneity of variances among groups gave no rise for concern. Pillai’s criterion was used in the MANOVA due to its robustness against violations of homogeneity of covariance. The residuals of the regression analysis were normally distributed and independent, assumptions of homoscedasticity and linearity met. Multicollinearity was of no concern. All analyses were two-tailed and based on $\alpha = 0.05$ level of significance.

5.6 Results

Group Differences in Outcomes Related to Trauma and Aggression Using Pillai’s trace, MANOVA showed a significant multivariate effect of group membership, $V = 0.54$, $F(8,298) = 13.86$, $p < 0.001$. Univariate F-tests revealed significant group differences with large effect sizes in traumatic event types, $F(2,152) = 46.92$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2_p = 0.38$, perpetrated event types, $F(2,152) = 59.01$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2_p = 0.44$ and appetitive aggression, $F(2,152) = 41.17$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2_p = 0.35$. Former combatants had significantly higher rates compared to both former supporters and controls. A group difference with moderate effect size was found for PTSD symptom severity, $F(2,152) = 5.96$, $p < 0.01$, $\eta^2_p = 0.07$. Combatants suffered more severely from PTSD symptoms than controls, but did not differ from supporters. Groups did not differ regarding childhood violence, $F(2,152) = 2.38$, $p = 0.1$. The results of post hoc comparisons are illustrated in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Differences between the three groups regarding (A) childhood violence, (B) traumatic event types, (C) perpetrated event types, (D) posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) symptom severity and (E) appetitive aggression. Mean sum scores are plotted on the ordinate, whereas each bar refers to a group. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

5.6.1 Prediction of Current Violent Behavior

As illustrated in Table 5.2, trauma-related variables (traumatic event types, childhood violence, PTSD symptom severity) were moderately associated. Appetitive aggression and perpetrated event types showed a strong association. Overall, trauma- and aggression-related variables correlated with moderate to high size.
5.6 Results

To assess predictors for current aggressive behavior, in a first step the two dummy-coded variables of group membership variables were entered \( F(2, 152) = 3.77, p = 0.025, R^2_{adjusted} = 0.04 \). Belonging to the group of controls \((p < 0.01)\) or supporters \((p = 0.09)\) was associated with lower levels of current aggressive behavior compared to combatants. After adding appetitive aggression and PTSD symptom severity as predictors in the second step, there was a significant model improvement \( F(2, 150) = 18.01, p < 0.001, R^2_{adjusted} = 0.21 \).

As illustrated in Table 5.3, both, PTSD symptom severity and appetitive aggression were positively related to current aggressive behavior. Group membership proved insignificant. After including childhood violence, the model substantially improved in terms of variance explained \( F(1, 149) = 40.03, p < 0.001, R^2_{adjusted} = 0.37 \). Higher levels of both appetitive aggression and childhood violence were significantly related to current aggressive behavior. However, PTSD symptom severity now failed to reach significance. Adding interaction terms did not improve the model in terms of higher variance explained, nor did they reach significance.

### Table 5.2: Correlations between outcome variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Childhood violence</th>
<th>Traumatic event types</th>
<th>Perpetrated event types</th>
<th>Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) symptom severity</th>
<th>Appetitive aggression</th>
<th>Current aggressive behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Childhood violence</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traumatic event types</td>
<td>0.48***</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpetrated event types</td>
<td>0.36***</td>
<td>0.64***</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTSD symptom severity</td>
<td>0.47***</td>
<td>0.54***</td>
<td>0.45***</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appetitive aggression</td>
<td>0.19*</td>
<td>0.53***</td>
<td>0.81***</td>
<td>0.4***</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current aggressive behavior</td>
<td>0.51***</td>
<td>0.41***</td>
<td>0.49***</td>
<td>0.34***</td>
<td>0.44***</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 2</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>SE B</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dummy control</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dummy supporter</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appetitive aggression</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>4.43***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTSD symptom severity</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>2.51*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 3</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dummy control</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>−1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dummy supporter</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appetitive aggression</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>5.16***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTSD symptom severity</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
<td>−0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Childhood violence</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>6.33***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = 155; SE, standard error; combatants were used as reference group. The constant is not shown due to better readability; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.001.

Table 5.3: Multiple regression analysis for the prediction of current aggressive behavior.

5.7 Discussion

In the present study former combatants reported higher exposure to traumatic events and greater involvement in lifetime perpetration of aggressive acts compared to both former supporters and civilians. In accordance with the building block effect, symptoms of PTSD were also highest among former combatants. Being an active agent of warfare resulted in greater damage of trauma-related mental health in comparison to those who had witnessed war-related actions or were victims of the civil war. These results coincide with previously published studies on former male combatants presenting high impairment due to PTSD (e.g., Weierstall et al., 2013a; Nandi et al., 2015) and on psychological problems in former girl soldiers (Annan et al., 2011).

Severe physical punishment as well as high rates of sexual abuse are typical experiences for girls when growing up in armed groups (McKay and Mazurana, 2004). As more than 50% joined the armed groups when they were younger than 18, they were at particular risk for exposure to high levels of violence during childhood. However, the individuals in the three groups did not differ regarding their exposure to adverse experiences during childhood. A possible explanation could be that domestic violence and corporal punishment are a widespread phenomenon within the Burundian society. Thus, all females are likely to have experienced severe forms of childhood maltreatment. Moreover, due to the civil war and irrespectively of their own involvement many girls grew up in disrupted families and adverse conditions.
Regarding appetitive aggression, the highest levels were present among former female combatants even several years after the end of the civil war. Compared to civilians, elevated levels of appetitive aggression were also found in supporters. A recent study on Burundian former male combatants and active soldiers identified both exposure to traumatic events and lifetime involvement in violent offenses as principal risk factors for appetitive aggression (Nandi et al., 2015). These factors might also account for differences in appetitive aggression between former female supporters and civilians, as the former reported greater exposure to traumatic events and perpetration of violent acts. Moreover, as self-committed violence is known to be strongly correlated with appetitive aggression (e.g., Hecker et al., 2012; Weierstall et al., 2013b) previously found differences between males and females (Weierstall et al., 2011) are likely to originate from a substantial gender difference in exposure to warfare. In all war scenarios, male combatants are exposed to combat more frequently and for a longer period of time, resulting in a higher probability to be shaped by these environments. In favor of this interpretation are the results of Meyer-Parlapanis et al. (2016) with matched samples and thus comparable levels of both exposure to traumatic events and perpetration of violence. However, it may well be possible that men are more easily attracted to participate in armed conflicts whereas this may be true only for a selection of women. Our results demonstrate, that those women who are exposed to fighting and combat, develop levels of appetitive aggression similar to their male counterparts (Weierstall et al., 2013a; Meyer-Parlapanis et al., 2016) which can be considered as stable and long-term adaptation to adverse and insecure environments (Crombach and Elbert, 2014).

Furthermore, evidence was provided that appetitive aggression, PTSD symptoms and violence experienced during childhood are important factors explaining the perpetration of everyday violence. Consistent to previous research, appetitive aggression appears to be crucial in thriving, ongoing violent behavior in post-conflict regions (Crombach and Elbert, 2014), highlighting the importance to focus on in demobilization processes of former combatants. In contrast to appetitive aggression, PTSD and violence experienced during childhood seem to influence aggressive behavior via the same mechanism, indicated by the fact that the former lost its predictive value as soon as the latter was included in the regression model. Research has found PTSD symptoms of hyperarousal to be associated with deficits in self-regulatory competences (Galovski and Lyons, 2004; Orth and Wieland, 2006; Tull et al., 2007). Also a history of childhood abuse is related to a lack of the development of behavioral control strategies (Brodsky et al., 2001; Roy, 2005). On a neurobiological level, both are linked to altered neurobiological brain circuitries (Elbert et al., 2006; Kolassa and Elbert, 2007; Braquehais et al., 2010), which partially overlap with neurobiological changes found in persons with low behavioral control strategies (Braquehais et al., 2010). These alterations in the neural circuitry due to impeded regulatory competences predispose individuals to react aggressively (Davidson, 2000; DeWall et al., 2007) and are likely to be
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the underlying mechanism of childhood maltreatment outperforming PTSD in predicting current aggressive behavior. Hereby, primarily anger-driven reactive forms of aggression are affected, whereas appetitive aggression presents a distinct brain pattern (Moran et al., 2014). Thus, appetitive aggression and childhood maltreatment independently contribute to different forms of aggression resulting in an overall enhanced level of aggressive acts further promoting the cycle of violence.

The current study has some limitations. Relying on self-report, memory effects and social desirability might have biased reporting appetitive aggression and aggressive acts, possibly underestimating their impact. Furthermore, the context in which violent acts occurred was not assessed. In a traditional patriarchal society such as Burundi it is likely that the females perpetrated a significant part of violence against their own children, promoting a trans-generational cycle of violence (Roth et al., 2014; Crombach and Bambonyé, 2015). However, females reported both domestic and community violence, hence posing a threat to the overall development of a peaceful society. A more detailed assessment of the context might have yielded information about who is affected most by enhanced female aggressiveness.

The retrospective cohort-design limits interpretations regarding causality and direction of the reported effects. Only the chronological restrictions of the variables within the aggression model render the determined relationships between cause-and-effect plausible. Furthermore, selective dropout might have influenced the results. Severely affected women with high rates of PTSD might not have been able to participate in the interviews. Lastly, buffering effects of the community were not targeted in the current study. It is unclear, if social rejection of former fighters, who might have violated traditional gender roles, also occurred in the Burundian context. Moreover, the impact of social support, which can serve as a protective factor especially among females (Chaumba and Bride, 2010), has not been approached at all.

5.8 Conclusion

The present study demonstrates that in order to disrupt the cycle of violence in post-conflict regions and to help promote and sustain long lasting peace building processes, it is essential to address adverse childhood experiences, appetitive aggression and trauma-related ill-health in females formerly associated with combat. Moreover, neglecting to provide adequate resources to females in demobilization processes (Schauer and Elbert, 2010) leaves them vulnerable in the challenges related to their victimhood. Living in societies in which women are typically charged with the role of homemaking, these untreated female members of armed groups often transition directly into the roles as caregivers for their children. For those suffering from PTSD symptomology and other mental health complications, trading in guns for cooking spoons invariably places their children at risk.
5.8 Conclusion

for being the next victims in the cycle of violence. Hence prospective studies should be
aimed at implementing therapeutic interventions in this particular population, comprising
perspectives of both perpetrator and victim. Moreover, the evaluation of their effectiveness
in terms of decreasing future aggressive acts and improving mental health is a meaningful
next step. Lastly, in order to further disentangle the cycle of violence precedents and risk
factors of appetitive aggression should be identified with a focus on potential differences in
its development between males and females.
More Than the Win: The Relation between Appetitive Competition Motivation, Socialization, and Gender Role Orientation in Women’s Football
6.1 Abstract

The ability to produce peak performance plays a decisive role in the success of athletes in competitive contest situations. Levels of appetitive competition motivation (ACM), i.e., the desire to defeat an opponent independent of secondary reinforcing factors, were assessed in professional female football/soccer players in the premier and regional leagues, using club level as the measurement of sport success. Furthermore, the influence of social environments predominantly encouraging masculine and competitive play behavior and the players’ perceptions of their own gender role orientations were investigated. Ninety female football players from the German premier league (44) and regional leagues (46) participated (age: M = 24, SD = 5 years). Questionnaires ascertaining ACM and self-perceptions of gender via gender-role stereotypes, childhood play behavior and style of upbringing were utilized. Premier league athletes showed a significantly greater inclination toward direct sporting confrontations. Almost 50% of the variance in ACM between the premier and regional league athletes was determined by modern upbringing style and the development of gender roles not corresponding to classic female gender stereotypes. The results emphasize the significance of ACM as an important facet in competitive sports and illustrate the influence of socialization on athletic performance.

Keywords: appetitive competition motivation, socialization, gender role orientation, upbringing style, women’s football, motivation, gender

6.2 Introduction

The factors yielding peak performance in competitive sports have consistently been a focal point of sports psychology. Motivation, identified as one such factor, has eluded a commonly agreed upon definition (Ford, 1992) due to its complex, multifactorial interactions between biological, psychological, environmental and social dimensions (Hareli and Weiner, 2002). In line with this multidimensional understanding of motivation and the general concession that behavioral aims and their corresponding cognitions and affects drive commitment and performance levels (Gould et al., 2002), the following study examined the impact of appetitive competition motivation (ACM), i.e., the positive valence processing of direct competition with an opponent, on sports performance as well as its relation to social developmental factors. This was carried out by means of a survey of female football players from the premier league and regional leagues that examined social influences and gender role orientation.

Motivation in the Sporting Context  The overarching framework of motivation utilized in this study is separated into intrinsic and extrinsic forms of motivation and how those forms interact with one another. The intrinsic form involves the motivation to know,
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to accomplish things and to experience stimulation (see Vallerand et al., 1989, 1992). In this study, we evaluate the desire to experience stimulation element as expressed in ACM in the premier and regional league athletes and then investigate its interaction with extrinsic motivators related to upbringing style and gender socialization.

Extrinsic motivation has been broken down into four forms that exist on a self-determination continuum, ranging from high (integrated regulations, i.e., motivation stemming from external values an individual has internalized as their own), medium high (identified regulation, i.e., motivation stemming from external values an individual identifies as important), medium low (introjected regulation, i.e., motivation stemming from values to which an individual simply adheres) and low (external regulation; i.e., motivation based on rewards) (see Deci and Ryan, 1985; Ryan and Deci, 2000). The current study assessed to which extent upbringing style and gender socialization functioned as extrinsic motivators in female athletes engaged in high-level football teams. External regulators, such as financial compensation, fame and increased social status etc., arguably strong extrinsic motivators especially when comparing premier league and regional league athletes, were not included in the present study due to questionnaire length constraints.

**Appetitive Aggression and Appetitive Competition Motivation** The present study has its origins in research on appetitive aggression in the area of clinical psychology (Elbert et al., 2010). Working with several thousands of combatants from former crisis areas, this research demonstrated that a majority of individuals involved in long-term combat developed a fascination with and enthusiasm for direct confrontation with the opponent independent of overriding aims such as resource acquisition, dominance, or the causes of the conflict. The act of hunting and defeating the opponent generates an intrinsic motivation that is associated with positive valence and can override self-control and inhibition mechanisms. This phenomenon contains a decisively functional component: combatants who process violence and confrontation with stressful or even traumatic events in an appetitive manner exhibit resilience to post-traumatic stress disorders. This resilience stems from the experience that, at the time of and even in retrospect of the confrontation, extreme wartime experiences were perceived as less stressful, disturbing and traumatic (Weierstall et al., 2011). Aggression research in a clinical setting overlaps with investigations on motivation in a sport context. Sporting contest, with an interest in direct competition and the aim of defeating the opponent in the sport context, has already been described as analogous to our aforementioned research findings (Gill, 1993). Comparable characteristics were revealed: in studies on the emotional experience of the most successful moments in sports, athletes often report that they felt strong, sure of victory or (symbolically) like “a tiger” (Robazza et al., 2004; Ruiz and Hanin, 2004a). Activity in a sport context can also result in an experience of “flow,” in which the athlete completely blocks out external factors in the contest (Kowal and Fortier, 1999; Jackson and Eklund, 2002). Above all, group
cohesion in the team sport context (Kleinknecht et al., 2014) operates analogously to the populations investigated. The desire to defeat the opponent can even cause athletes to ignore fair or sanctioned play and demonstrate aggressive tendencies (Kavussanu and Ntoumanis, 2003; Ryska, 2003). The fewer thoughts experienced by the players during the competition, the higher the associated level of performance (Williams and Krane, 2001). The construct of ACM is grounded in a combination of social-cognitive and emotionally focused theoretical frameworks. First, the social-cognitive perspective (see Duda, 2001), focuses on an athlete’s subjective evaluation of a situation and their perceived probability of achieving a particular aim given the circumstances and available resources. The studies—some in the context of football (Van-Yperen and Duda, 1999; Miller et al., 2004)—demonstrated that the pursuit of success and superiority in competition generates motivation for sports performance (Elliot and Conroy, 2005). Secondly, emotionally focused approaches distinguish between approach aims (positive valence) and avoidance aims (negative valence) (Elliot, 1999). They often focus on the “optimal” level of arousal. Performance ability is dependent on an appropriate level of arousal, and this arousal, in connection with the competition, can lead directly to the mobilization of physical resources and strengthen concentration and commitment. Negative states, such as fear of defeat (Bray et al., 2000), and positive states, such as victory in competition (Lane et al., 1995; Cerin et al., 2000), have activating effects. Over- and under-stimulation alike can cause a performance capacity decline, for example when concern about defeat turns into acute fear (Ruiz and Hanin, 2004a,b) or if concentration wanes as a result of insufficient challenge (Fredrickson and Branigan, 2005; McCarthy, 2011). Both social-cognitive and emotionally focused approaches suggest that victory or the anticipation of victory in competition represents a significant motivational factor. However, to our knowledge there has been no systematic research to date which investigates the positive valence processing and motivational significance of high contact, direct opponent confrontation in a sport context and examines whether motivation is solely determined by the competition itself. Therefore, when a phenomenon analogous to appetitive aggression exists in the sports context, sports psychology research stands to benefit not only from the associated positive valence intrinsic motivation but also from the identification and prevention of mental health and behavioral complications potentially produced in the context of competition. Hereby, ACM is investigated in the context of professional female football players. The term motivation was selected because, while unsanctioned aggressive behavior also occurs in sport, there is no direct connection to the classical definitions of aggression that involve an intention to cause harm (Anderson and Bushman, 2002).

Sports, Socialization and Gender Role Orientation In the context of sports, socialization factors such as the sports environment and leaders such as coaches or trainers have emerged as significant influencing factors for the development of performance (Bloom
Furthermore, studies on children and adolescents indicate that play behavior, and thereby peer interaction, has a predominant influence on performance in a sporting context, highlighting manners in which socializing influences extend far beyond the club setting (Côté et al., 2003; Griffin and Butler, 2005; Ericsson, 2007). In investigations on gender effects in sport contexts, however, there is often a continued reliance on outdated research findings that exclusively represent biological or genetic determinism and neglect such socialization influences (Gildemeister, 2008; Nestvogel, 2008; Reidy et al., 2009). Despite the widely held perception that the physical performance of females often does not match that of males in sports (Åstrand et al., 2003), recent studies nonetheless indicate that sex differences become less significant under consistent training conditions (Hodges et al., 2004). A particularly decisive variable here is access to training opportunities (Musch and Grondin, 2001) and the encouragement of behavior and characteristics associated with strong sports performance. We therefore postulate that, just as socialization influences sport performance even outside the sport context, stereotypical gender roles (cf. e.g., Richardson and Hammock, 2007) can also have an influence on sport performance. This presumably has particular significance for women’s football, especially in light of the ban on women’s football in Germany until 31st October 1970. Femininity is stereotypically understood to consist of expressive qualities such as caring, selflessness, emotionality and empathy (cf. Abele, 2003), each of which seemingly contradict the assertive, competitive orientation considered to be integral in the context of football. Moreover, since the beginning of the nineteenth century century, the opinion has persisted that women who are active in this type of sport context acquire typically masculine characteristics and thereby upset the natural hierarchy of society (Eagly and Koenig, 2006). As female athletes in male domains are often confronted with the label of androgyny and are subjected to sexual discrimination (Krane, 2001), socialization effects likely play a vital role in the evaluation of performance level and commitment in women’s football.

Objectives Using club level as the measurement of sport success, ACM levels in female football players in the premier and regional leagues were assessed. Furthermore, we investigated the influence of social environments predominantly encouraging masculine and competitive play behavior and the players’ perceptions of their own gender role orientations.

6.3 Method

6.3.1 Sample

The participants were recruited by letters sent to 12 premier league and 17 regional league clubs. Out of these, 4 premier league clubs and 12 regional league clubs agreed to participate. One premier league club declined to participate. The other clubs did not reply.
6.3 Method

The club names will not be published in accordance with the promised anonymity of the survey and at the request of the participating clubs. The study was implemented using a questionnaire format with an a-priori sample size calculation to detect differences across the two leagues and the sampling was concluded a sufficient number of questionnaires had been received. In a first period of data collection, questionnaires were sent to the clubs together with general information, declarations of consent and procedural notes on filling out the questionnaires. The completed questionnaires were collected together with the declarations of consent. The questionnaires were collected separately in unmarked envelopes in order to guarantee the players’ anonymity. In a second period of data collection, to increase user-friendliness and improve confidentiality, an online version of the questionnaire was created using “online survey” software (umfrageonline.com) and an email was sent to the participants with a link to the survey. The processing time was between 20 and 30 min. Out of a total of 90 participants (age: $M = 24$, $SD = 5$ years), 44 played in the premier league and 46 in the regional league. As shown in Table 6.1, the two groups do not differ in any football-specific or potentially confounding variables.

All participants were informed of the aims of the study and gave their written consent to participate. Participation in the study was voluntary, and there was no financial compensation. The Ethical Review Board at the University of Konstanz approved this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Premier league players</th>
<th>Regional league players</th>
<th>Test statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>$M = 23$, $SD = 4$</td>
<td>$M = 25$, $SD = 5$</td>
<td>$t_{88} = 1.46$, $p = 0.147$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Player Position (Number %)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>5 (11)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td>$\chi^2 = 6.74$, $p = 0.081$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense</td>
<td>13 (30)</td>
<td>23 (50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midfield</td>
<td>21 (48)</td>
<td>15 (33)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack</td>
<td>5 (11)</td>
<td>7 (15)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of games played in the last season</td>
<td>$M = 19$, $SD = 7$</td>
<td>$M = 16$, $SD = 9$</td>
<td>$t_{88} = 1.77$, $p = 0.079$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average playing time in the last season (min.)</td>
<td>$M = 72$, $SD = 29$</td>
<td>$M = 73$, $SD = 29$</td>
<td>$t_{88} = 0.19$, $p = 0.848$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Demographic data for premier and regional league players.

6.3.2 Design

A quasi-experimental design was selected with the group factor Club Level to investigate group differences between players from the premier and regional leagues. The Club Level variable was coded as “1” (premier league players) and “0” (regional league players) and was also used as a dummy variable in the evaluation. Dependent variables used were the variables Appetitive Competition Motivation, Masculine Socialization, Masculine Role Model, and Modern Upbringing.
6.3.3 Material

**Questionnaire to Ascertain Appetitive Competition Motivation** An adapted version of the Appetitive Aggression Scale (AAS, Weierstall and Elbert, 2011) was used for the questionnaire to ascertain ACM. The AAS, comprising 15 items, is available as semi-structured clinical interview as well as a self-rating tool to measure appetitive aggression and, to date, has been successfully validated with several thousand participants with different levels of aggression. It demonstrates both a satisfactory factorial and criterion validity and sufficient psychometric features (including Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.85). Proven to be a valid and reliable questionnaire, it has already been implemented in its original form with female combatants and civilians (e.g., Augsburger et al., 2015; Meyer-Parlapanis et al., 2016) and as a modified self-assessment instrument in civilian populations (e.g., Weierstall et al., 2014). In the current study, the existing items on the AAS were reformulated and adapted to the competitive elements in the sporting context (for example: original item: “Does the challenge of defeating a strong opponent make the fight more pleasurable for you in comparison to the defeat of a weak opponent?” → competitive item: “Does the challenge of winning against a particularly strong team make the game more exciting in comparison with winning against a weak team?”; original item: “When you fight, do you stop caring about whether you could be killed?” → competitive item: “During the game, do you fear that you might be injured or at least give this some thought?”). The item on sexual arousal related to competition from the combatant version was not included. The answers to each item were coded with the values “0” to “4” on a 5-point Likert scale, with high values indicating a strong competitive motivation. To make it easier to answer the items and to increase the validity of the answers, descriptions of the respective response levels for the items were given, which were based on the AAS manual. The variable Appetitive Competition Motivation was calculated for each person by calculating the average item score. Cronbach’s Alpha gave a value of 0.87. A principal axis factoring analysis was calculated to determine the factorial validity and revealed that all the items loaded onto a main factor, accounting for 38% of the questionnaire’s variance.

**Masculine Socialization** Visual analog scales (VAS), when carefully constructed, have proven effective at representing subjective assessments (Wewers and Lowe, 1990). Thereby, for the remaining three variables, 10 cm-long VAS were employed with verbal anchors at the poles (values between 0 and 100). Although questionnaires such as the Bem Sex Role Inventory (Bem, 1981) exist for the construct of gender role orientation, VAS were used for reasons of efficiency and practicality. The variable Masculine Socialization was operationalized by “boyish activities and toys in childhood and adolescence” and ascertained according to the participants’ self-perception. The poles were labeled with the anchors not at all and very. A high value on this scale therefore indicated a tendency to perceive one’s socialization as masculine.
Modern Upbringing  To ascertain a modern upbringing, a “traditional or modern upbringing” scale was provided and labeled with the anchors traditional and modern. In order to validate self-perception with regard to measurement of the underlying construct, the participants were also asked to provide adjectives they associated with the two terms. The qualitative evaluation of the adjectives revealed that the evaluation of stereotypically traditional and modern upbringings corresponded to the attributes of descriptions given in the relevant psychological literature (cf. introduction) (for example: traditional: “home-loving,” “familial,” “conservative,” or “classical role allocation”; modern: “cosmopolitan,” “tolerant,” “liberal,” or “daring”). High values for these variables indicate a predominantly modern upbringing. Masculine role orientation To capture the participants’ self-perception of their own role orientations, they were asked whether they perceived themselves as orientated toward a more feminine or masculine role. The attributes feminine and masculine were set as anchors. High values on this scale indicate a tendency toward a masculine role orientation. Qualitative interviews were able to validate the association of a stereotypically masculine role model with adjectives such as “performance-orientated,” “assertive,” and “independent.”

Implementation  The study was implemented using a questionnaire format. In a first period of data collection, questionnaires were sent to the clubs together with general information, declarations of consent and procedural notes on filling out the questionnaires. The completed questionnaires were collected together with the declarations of consent, which were filled out separately in order to guarantee the players’ anonymity. In a second period of data collection, to increase user-friendliness, an online version of the questionnaire was created using “online survey” software (umfrageonline.com) and an E-mail was sent to the participants with a link to the survey. The processing time was between 20 and 30 min.

Data Evaluation  The data was evaluated using the program R-Statistics, Version 3.1.1 for Mac OS X 10.9. The significance level was set at Alpha = 5%. Effect sizes were calculated using the program g* power 3.1 (Faul et al., 2007).

6.4 Results

Group Differences between Players in the Premier and Regional Leagues  Table 6.2 shows the intercorrelation matrix for the four main dependent variables, shown separately for the premier league and the regional league players. The first step was to determine group differences in the dependent variables between premier league players and regional league players. With the exception of the masculine role model ($M_{\text{premier league}} = 62, SD_{\text{premier league}} = 24, M_{\text{regional league}} = 63, SD_{\text{regional league}} = 26, t_{88} = 0.16, p = 0.871, d = 0.04$), there were significant group differences in the three remaining variables: players
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in the premier league not only reported a more modern upbringing ($M_{\text{premier league}} = 59$, $SD_{\text{premier league}} = 23, M_{\text{regional league}} = 44, SD_{\text{regional league}} = 23, t_{88} = 2.99, p = 0.004, d = 0.66$) and a more masculine socialization ($M_{\text{premier league}} = 79, SD_{\text{premier league}} = 13, M_{\text{regional league}} = 60, SD_{\text{regional league}} = 26, t_{68.847} = 4.387, p < 0.001, d = 1.30$), but above all the premier league players exhibited higher values for ACM ($M_{\text{premier league}} = 2.45, SD_{\text{premier league}} = 0.56, M_{\text{regional league}} = 1.72, SD_{\text{regional league}} = 0.47, t_{88} = 6.70, p < 0.001, d = 1.41$). The large effect sizes indicated large differences in the dependent variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Club level</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Masculine socialization</th>
<th>Masculine role model</th>
<th>Appetitive competition motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>Modern upbringing</td>
<td>$r = 0.27, p = 0.069$</td>
<td>$r = 0.06, p = 0.683$</td>
<td>$r = 0.27, p = 0.071$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masculine socialization</td>
<td>$r = 0.58, p &lt; 0.001$</td>
<td>$r = 0.12, p = 0.414$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masculine role model</td>
<td>$r = -0.03, p = 0.865$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premier</td>
<td>Modern upbringing</td>
<td>$r = 0.07, p = 0.672$</td>
<td>$r = 0.25, p = 0.110$</td>
<td>$r = 0.51, p &lt; 0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masculine socialization</td>
<td>$r = 0.46, p = 0.002$</td>
<td>$r = 0.47, p = 0.001$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masculine role model</td>
<td></td>
<td>$r = 0.51, p &lt; 0.001$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant coefficients are in bold.

Table 6.2: Intercorrelation matrix of the central dependent variables.

Prediction of Appetitive Competition Motivation  The second step was to investigate the influences of Masculine Socialization, Modern Upbringing and Masculine Role Model on ACM on the basis of a multiple linear regression analysis. As no significant deviation from the normal distribution was ascertained for the ACM variable (Kolmogorov Smirnov Test $p = 0.340$), no further distribution assumptions had to be taken into account. The variables Masculine Socialization, Modern Upbringing, Masculine Role Model, the dummy variable Club Level and all the possible double interactions were included in the complete model. The final model was selected according to the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC, Akaike, 1987). In order to reduce multicollinearity, the variables were centered to the average value before forming interactions (cf. Kleinbaum et al., 1998).

The model that was most suitable for predicting ACM according to the AIC included the variables Masculine Socialization, Modern Upbringing, Masculine Role Model and the two interaction terms between Club Level and Modern Upbringing and Masculine Role Model (Table 6.3). This model, which was able to account for over half of the total variance ($R^2_{\text{adj}} = 0.52$), demonstrated not only a large effect size [$F(6, 83) = 17.318, p < 0.001, \hat{\beta}^2 = 1.25$] but also sufficient statistical power [(1 - $\beta$) > 0.99]. While socialization conditions had a significant influence on both groups insofar as a greater encouragement of stereotypically masculine activities was associated positively with the development of ACM, the other two variables only played a significant role in the group of premier league players. Both a modern upbringing and a tendency toward a masculine role model were associated with ACM in premier league players but not in regional league players. This connection is illustrated in Figure 6.1. In the bubble diagram, the four different bubble sizes represent
the quartiles in which the raw values for competitive motivation of the individual players lie in relation to the total group. As described above, competitive motivation values in the upper two quartiles are not only predominantly found in the group of premier league players; they are also predominantly clustered in the area of the premier league players who reported a modern upbringing and perception of a masculine role model. The residual diagnosis revealed no indications of either multicollinearity (maximum VIF value 1.87) or rogue results (maximum value for Cook’s $d = 0.14$). A comparison of the residual variances between the two groups also produced no indication of statistically significant differences (Levene Test, $p = 0.529$). The model used therefore not only fulfilled all the requirements for the merit of regression models but also indicated robust results.

Figure 6.1: This diagram shows the relationship between the following variables: masculine role model, modern upbringing and appetitive competition motivation, with separate diagrams for premier and regional league players. The level of appetitive competition motivation is represented by the size of the bubbles, whereby raw values for appetitive competition motivation for the entire group were categorized into four quartiles. High values in the other two variables indicate a more modern upbringing or a tendency toward a more masculine role model.

The final step was to calculate two separate linear regression analyses, one for each group, which predicted ACM by means of the other three predictor variables in order to predict the amount of variance accounted for in each group (See Table 6.3. Of the 52.4% variance accounted for in the total model, only 6% was attributable to effects in the group of regional league players [$F(3, 42) = 1.96, p = 0.135, f^2 = 0.14$], while the remaining 46% of variance was explained by effects in the group of premier league players [$F(3, 40) = 13.34$, $p = 0.001$, $f^2 = 0.46$].
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\[ p < 1.1, \eta^2 = 1.11 \]. No influence of playing position on the level of ACM was ascertained \[ F(3, 86) = 2.15, p = 0.097, \eta^2 = 0.07 \].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( \beta )</th>
<th>( p )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Masculine socialization</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masculine role model</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern upbringing</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Club level</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern upbringing × Club level</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masculine role model × Club level</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R^2_{adj} )</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standardized regression coefficients are shown here. The regression model was selected according to the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). Significant coefficients are in bold.

Table 6.3: Regression model to predict appetitive competition motivation.

6.5 Discussion

The present study reveals a high degree of ACM among a majority of the athletes, which verifies that the competitive contest against an opponent in and of itself can be experienced as appetitive and positively reinforcing. This encompasses not only game preparation and fantasies about “crushing the opponent into the ground,” but also flow experiences during the game and potentially leads to less controlled play involving deliberate fouls to intimidate or humiliate the opponent and to less concern for personal injury. This form of ACM, which, borrowing from the original clinical research, can also be described as “fighting spirit,” seems therefore to be a significant intrinsic attraction goal during the contest. If the club level is taken as a measurement of sporting success, the more successful athletes exhibit greater fighting spirit and also greater pleasure in the football contest. When, analogous to the clinical research, this form of positive valence processing of sporting contests also causes athletes in an appetitive and victory-orientated mode to be less susceptible to distractions, fears and stressors during the contest (cf. Weierstall et al., 2011), targeted encouragement of ACM could considerably increase performance levels in the sporting context. Furthermore, it would be advisable to classify this in the overall context of motivational research by integrating this facet into existing social-cognitive or
emotionally focused approaches. A further significant result of this study is the connection
between ACM and socialization factors. A motivational context that encourages a high
level of self-efficacy and the belief that one is able to successfully manage situations are
elements conducive to the ability to produce peak performance (Ntoumanis and Biddle,
1999; Parish and Treasure, 2003). Above all, frustration and stress often cause players to
withdraw from competitive sports (Kleinert and Raven, 2011). The present study, however,
demonstrates that the development of self-efficacy is formed far beyond the sporting
context alone and that considerably greater attention should be paid to biographical and
life history factors. It is also the case that professional athletes demonstrate a high level
of performance commitment in the pursuit of goals even outside the sporting context
(Durand-Bush and Salmela, 2002; Bull et al., 2005). This study therefore on the one hand
emphasizes that success in sports is not only developed at a club level but is also closely
linked with an individual’s more permanent characteristics and is therefore subjected to
their biographical and everyday experiences. The use of biographical elements, including
in particular the processing of aversive and distressing experiences, could therefore not
only provide a beneficial point of contact between clinical and sports psychology but could
also lead to an enhancement of the athletes’ performance in a manner that has so far been
largely neglected (Hanin, 2007). On the other hand, this study underlines the significance
of socialization in the development of competitively orientated characteristics (Fine, 2010).
In a socialization context that is more modern, more liberal and less strongly orientated
toward classically stereotypical role models, female athletes seem to develop the same
competitively oriented behaviors as male athletes (cf. Sobiech, 2006; Niederbacher and
Zimmermann, 2011). This corroborates research emphasizing the social gender role as
a counterweight to birth gender assignments in the explanation of gender effects (Koch,
2004; Keeler, 2007). The perception of a stereotypically masculine role orientation in
female athletes having a greater competitive orientation, directed toward assertiveness
and strength, aligns with existing research findings (Lenzi et al., 1997; Archer, 2004). As
other studies have shown that the masculinization of assertive female athletes can often be
accompanied by acute psychological stress (Krane, 2001), the results of this study highlight
the need for further research to pursue and update currently outdated and stereotyped
standards and concepts. This investigation was designed to investigate individual athletes
participating in team sports. The clinical origins of ACM, appetitive aggression, were
assessed in individuals having participated in military cohorts and the questions focused
on acts of aggression that often were implemented in group settings (Weierstall and Elbert,
2011), while ACM, by extension, similarly focuses on individual athletes participating in a
team sport setting with 4 of the 14 questions specifically referring to either teammates
or the other team. The results of this study are not intended for application to athletes
performing in individual sports.
6.6 Conclusion

Female athletes performing in a sport context that has been both legally and socially viewed as a domain reserved for males preserve against numerous stereotypes and obstacles. This study highlights ACM as one of a myriad of influencers playing a role amidst a highly intersectional web of socializing factors related to family systems, gender identity and role modeling. Due to this complexity, further interdisciplinary research, including behavioral and biological markers, is needed to validate our current findings and deepen our understanding of the psychological underpinnings of individual development and functioning, both in sports and beyond, amidst varying exposure to social constructs and expectations.
6.6 Conclusion
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General Discussion of the Results
In this section, the results of this dissertation are summarized and discussed with respect to the research questions delineated in the Introduction.

1. Deconstructing the binary: How is the perpetrator-victim binary conceptualized in the current “cycle of violence” model, and does this model hold up in light of current observations about the transmission of violence (Figure 7.1).

The first article, situated in the context of one of the most extreme forms of violence, torture, defines the players in the current perpetrator-victim binary model. In summary, it makes the case that, at a systemic level, torture is strategically employed to exert power and control over a vulnerable party and can involve appetitive elements for the individuals implementing the violence (Elbert et al., 2010; Maclure and Denov, 2006). The victims are the individuals at the receiving end of the violence who suffer a wide range of physical and psychological abuse, subsequently battle numerous mental health complications and stand to benefit from psychological treatment and specific interventions, such as Narrative Exposure Therapy. The article goes on to highlight the mental health and reintegration challenges facing implementers of torture and makes the case that perpetrators would similarly benefit from psychological interventions, such as Forensic Offenders Narrative Exposure Therapy. Extending beyond focusing solely on the victims’ rehabilitation and the perpetrators’ punishment for future directions and solutions, this article makes the case that both roles require balanced consideration and treatment options as means to address the cycle of violence.

The first article is situated in this thesis to lay the groundwork for making the case that the current model of violence transmission (see Figure 7.2) is overly reductionist, first in form and thereby subsequently in future directions.

Figure 7.1: The Trajectory of Violence. This representation of violence as originating or being utilized by perpetrators and implemented against victims reduces the complexity of violence to two binarily opposed participants.

Figure 7.2: The Transmission of Violence. A continuation of the previous Trajectory of Violence, this model includes the sequence of victimization that follows the initial act of violence. This model is limited in its linear form, unable to depict the cyclical transmission of violence.
This model is unable to encompass the seemingly countless transmission trajectories of violence observed in the aggression research findings demonstrated. Due to this limitation, the case is being made that this model illustrates violence as occurring seemingly in a vacuum in which it has a unidirectional trajectory that originates in a perpetrator and terminates in a victim. This unidirectional trajectory alone undermines the goal of the model to portray that violence is cyclical. The term "cycle of violence" implies that violence is not terminal but rather is propagated and thereby cycles forward to create more victims. However, as soon as it is established that there are secondary (and by default tertiary, quarternary, quinary and so on) victims, then it is implicit that the perpetrator themself is likely to have also been a victim of a prior perpetrator, a concept already well established in the literature Pears & Capaldi, 2001; Widom, Czaja, & DuMont, 2015; Widom, 1989). Furthermore, this shortfall of the model also implies that any previously suggested future directions are also highly likely to be similarly lacking in the complexity require to address the reality of the transmission of violence. The remaining articles are efforts to investigate current findings in expressions and experiences of proactive aggression, specifically appetitive aggression, as they relate to the current perpetrator-victim conceptualization and simultaneously consider the implications of these findings and what alterations to the present model they suggest.

2. Investigating assumptions associated with the current perpetrator-victim binary model: Do males and females experience appetitive aggression differently, how does context impact individual relationships with proactive forms of aggression, and what do such findings suggest about the current model of the cycle of violence?

The second article tackles currently held assumptions that some individuals are less likely to become willing perpetrators, solely due to their biological sex. Just as violence originating in perpetrators and terminating in victims is an insufficient representation of the complexity of the cycle of violence, so is the assumption that, when individuals are situated in contexts offering numerous opportunities to perpetrate violence, males are more likely to become willing perpetrators than females (See Figure 7.3).
In a context of extreme violence, this study demonstrated that, while sex differences for appetitive aggression were observed in non-combatants, individuals with fewer opportunities to perpetrate violence, no difference could be found in individuals with such access, combatants. Accordingly, the male and female subsets of the combatant group each demonstrated higher levels of appetitive aggression than their respective non-combatant counterparts. This finding suggests that the more violence perpetrated, the greater the likelihood that the individual develops a desire to inflict more violence, regardless of being male or female, a finding that coincides with prior research (Weierstall, 2011; 2012). The observed sex differences in appetitive aggression in non-combatants also coincide with previous findings- either that males are simply more aggressive than females (Maccoby & Jacklin, 1980) and/or that males and females simply experience and express aggression differently and measures that focus on direct forms of aggression will consistently show females as less aggressive due to their possible preferences for more indirect forms of aggression (Björqvist et al., 1994). However, individuals with experience perpetrating violence, both male and female, reported similar levels of appetitive aggression, a finding that aligns with theories that male and female aggression vary situationally rather than qualitatively (Frodi et al., 1977) and that males and females are more similar than different in their experience of aggression (Hyde, 1984).

This research shows that in contexts in which individuals are perpetrating violence against others, all individuals are at an increased risk for experiencing appetitive aggression, regardless of sex. The finding specifically implies that public policies or opinions suggesting that females, even those that have performed in combat or in an otherwise violently perpetrating roles, are less likely to savor that violence and are thereby perceived as easier to reintegrate, than males, are in fact misguided and counter-productive. All individuals in contexts of extreme violence, whether male or female, should be given equal consideration.
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when determining the damage incurred during and the future challenges related to the exposure to violence, both perpetrated and endured. This results of this study serve to update the current transmission of violence model to incorporate reactive and proactive forms of aggression that are subsequent to the earlier implementations of violence (See Figure 7.4).

![Figure 7.4: The Updated Transmission of Violence. This model expands the current conceptualization of the transmission of violence to include the back-cycling of reactive forms of aggression toward those who perpetrated the original violence and also the forward cycling for proactive aggression toward future victims.](image)

The third study delved deeper into the factors influencing appetitive aggression observed in individuals having perpetrated violence in an effort to better understand what factors, in addition to perpetration, play a role in the development of appetitive aggression. Significant moderation effects of sex following regression analyses suggest sex-linked pathways in the development of appetitive aggression. In females, childhood maltreatment was negatively associated with appetitive aggression, while traumatic events were not. In males, however, appetitive aggression was positively associated with both childhood maltreatment and traumatic events. Also, particularly for combatants, perpetrated events were more strongly correlated with appetitive aggression for females than for males.

In alignment with the results from the second article and prior research, the results of this study demonstrated that the more violence perpetrated, the greater the propensity towards appetitive aggression. Furthermore, albeit far from conclusive or generalizable, it sheds light on some of the variations in the impact of childhood maltreatment and traumatic events in the development of that appetitive aggression for both males and females. Most importantly, this study highlights that researchers should not be asking whether or not females experience appetitive aggression but rather in which manner they are experiencing and expressing their acquired attraction to violence, a topic that is addressed in the fourth article.
The fourth article reported numerous findings related to female experiences of appetitive aggression spanning three different female populations functioning in a context of extreme violence: combatants, armed group supporters, and civilians. As predicted in line with prior research (e.g., Hecker et al., 2012; Weierstall et al., 2013b), former combatants experienced more traumatic events, perpetrated more violence, had the highest levels of PTSD and reported higher levels of appetitive aggression than supporters and civilians. Supporters had higher levels of appetitive aggression than civilians. However, all three groups reported similar exposure to childhood maltreatment, and childhood maltreatment was a stronger predictor for appetitive aggression than PTSD. Appetitive aggression and childhood maltreatment contributed to various forms of aggression independent of one another, increasing overall levels of aggression. These findings illustrate that abuse suffered during childhood, symptoms of PTSD and finding violence appealing all play roles in current levels of aggressive behavior. Furthermore, in line with prior research, appetitive aggression seems to play a critical role in surviving regions in continuous turmoil (Crombach & Elbert, 2014). Female members of armed groups require the same level of consideration as their male counterparts amidst reintegration procedures and access to mental health resources, specifically those addressing appetitive aggression.

This fourth article directly deconstructs female experiences of appetitive aggression in contexts of varying degrees of opportunity to perpetrate forms of violence in association with armed groups. During childhood, a civilian context for all the individuals in the study, there were similar levels of experienced childhood maltreatment. As the participants grew older, some stayed in civilian contexts, while others either actively or passively participated in contexts of armed conflict. The varying degrees of violence associated with each context displayed varying levels of appetitive aggression. In essence, this study highlights that, in contexts in which there is widespread childhood maltreatment as in Burundi, when necessity (i.e. war) and opportunity (i.e. recruiting by armed groups) present themselves, some victims will take on roles as perpetrators. While the civilians protected themselves from being exposed to the levels of violence experienced, both endured and perpetrated, the combatants benefit from their budding appetitive aggression that possibly buffers them against the damage of the impending wave of violence that is sure to come in these conflict regions. This study demonstrates that the line constituting the perpetrator-victim binary is anything but clear, supporting even further the suggestion of a more dualistic understanding of the perpetrator and victim roles in the cycle of violence. Especially in contexts of armed conflict, individuals can transition from victims’ roles to perpetrating roles only to return to victims’ roles again, and even be in both roles simultaneously (See Figure 7.5).
Perpetration Victimization

Figure 7.5: The Cycles of Violence. This model shifts the focus from violence to aggression, reflecting the model transition from outcomes to motivators. Here, perpetrators and victims are not binarily juxtaposed but rather two dualistic roles situated in a closely intertwined relationship functioning in a context of violence.

The final article transitions from a context of violence to explore appetitive aggression in a purely civilian context to investigate the accessibility of a pleasure in aggressive behavior in a setting associated with far less lifetime exposure to extreme violence.

The fifth and final paper took place in Germany, a civilian setting lacking active armed conflict, and examined one of the only contexts in which direct displays of aggression are societally permitted and encouraged: competitive sports. Football is a high-contact, team sport containing many elements similar to those found in armed groups: a group of individuals contesting against another group with a desire to defeat them. The aggressive contact between opponents is highly regulated, but certain levels of unsanctioned aggression are not considered completely taboo. For example, cleating the opponent during the struggle to get the ball can result in a foul or a card depending on who made last contact with the ball and the level of aggression involved. However, in juxtaposition to life off the field, physically assaulting and possibly injuring an opponent does not typically involve a more significant consequence, such as arrest or a loss of status from other community members.

This study compared accomplished female football players and demonstrated that the higher-level athletes, represented by premier league status, reported significantly higher proclivity towards direct competition against opponents than their lower-level, regional league counterparts. This finding is parallel to the aforementioned research demonstrating that the more experience individuals have perpetrating violence, in this case the more time competing and training on the football pitch as with premier league players compared to
regional league, the higher their levels of appetitive aggression will be. In essence, the more exposure individuals have with direct contest with an opponent, the more likely they are to enjoy the competition-related aggression. Furthermore, this study sought to examine the intersection between sex, gender identity and social role modeling to better understand some of the influences impacting individual levels of appetitive competition motivation. Almost 50% of the variance in appetitive competition was determined by having been raised with a more modern upbringing style and the development of gender role identities that do not align with the traditional feminine stereotypes. It appears that football provides a context in which females are given an opportunity to use direct, physical forms of aggression, and those who have not developed a strong adherence to the commonly accepted feminine traits of passivity and gentleness or who have admired masculine role models are more likely to enjoy the more aggressive aspects of competition.

This study tests the aforementioned findings about the development of appetitive aggression in females in a nonviolent context. While it does not directly pertain to the cycle of violence itself, it does suggest that in contexts in which there are fewer opportunities to perpetrate violence, such as societies not at war and in which there is not a preponderance of domestic forms of violence in comparison to those in conflict zones, in which there are fewer opportunities to perpetrate violence, some individuals, may find seek out situations in which there are civilian parallels to inter-group contests involving direct contact with opponents and utilizing physical behaviors that resemble aggression. Just as in Burundi where it is far less common for females to seek out combatant roles perhaps due to social gender role adherence, it was also a challenge for females in Germany to gain access to participation in high levels of a sport previously reserved only for males. Nonetheless, many of these women persisted, participated and even reported enjoying some of the aspects of participation that pertain to aggressive behavior.

**Limitations and Future Directions**

While the findings of the aforementioned studies make strides in understanding the perpetrator-victim binary in the cycle of violence, there are also many points due extra consideration and reservation. The first article is a cursory summary of prior research that explores the victim and perpetrator roles in what is often one of the most extreme expressions of appetitive aggression- torture. The intent of this work was to expand the discussion of the impact of torture on individuals to encompass perpetrator perspectives and even touch on systemic motivations for implementing torture. It is recommended that future research similarly consider all impacted individuals in efforts to better understand and thereby curb future utilizations of torture.

There are also generalizable limitations related to all four research articles. The studies are retrospective cohort designs that offer only limited interpretations of the data with reference to causality and trajectory of reported effects. Such study designs cannot
control exposure or outcome assessment and depend wholly on the participants’ accounts as well as other documentation of the events under scrutiny. Accounts of the same event vary between and within individuals, and in the case of violence exposure, memory effects and social desirability are especially applicable. Such retrospective study designs require very large sample sizes for subsequent validation.

In order to get closer to understanding sex differences and similarities in appetitive aggression, the second study needs to be replicated with much larger sample sizes in varying contexts. Future studies replicating the investigation with male and female combatants in similar conflict contexts need to address female combatants in armed groups and militaries in which females constitute a larger number of the armed forces, thereby sharing combat experiences qualitatively and quantitatively more comparable to those of their male counterparts. This is due to limitations in the study that suggest that perhaps the female combatants who participated in the study reported such unexpectedly high levels of appetitive aggression simply because the context in which they performed required that they be exceptionally ruthless and aggressive in order to be provided an opportunity to serve alongside male comrades. If they had not had longer training periods and fewer enlistment obstacles than female soldiers in other armies actively including females, perhaps the findings would reflect a female appetitive aggression that appears less extreme. Additionally, the female combatant participants are possibly a biased sample of especially ruthless individuals who actively sought opportunities for performing violence and are outliers of the overarching female population from this region. Future comparisons distinguishing between voluntarily enlisted combatants and forcibly enlisted combatants need to be made to disentangle the role of motivation toward violence and the role of violent perpetration in the development of appetitive aggression.

The findings from the third and fourth articles also need to be replicated in larger sample sizes. Overall, the susceptibility to appetitive aggression in males and females with similar trauma loads and event types needs to be investigated on a broader scale before conclusive determinations can be made. Other important, future research questions include: are females having endured less violence more prone to appetitive aggression than other females with higher trauma loads? Is there an initial resistance to enjoying utilizing violence against others that after a certain threshold transforms into a subsequently rapid increase in appetitive aggression? Are males with fewer experiences of perpetration initially more prone to appetitive aggression than females in similar conditions? Do the levels of appetitive aggression in these males then begin to level out with subsequent perpetration in comparison with their female counterparts? And finally, would findings to the aforementioned questions equate to sex differences in the load and timing for the procurement of high levels of appetitive aggression or is variation within each sex just as important as between sex variation? The fifth article similarly needs replication in a larger sample, preferably focused on the highest level participation in competitive, direct contact
sports possible. Furthermore, behavioral and biological markers need to be incorporated to support any self-report findings. Especially in societies in which all forms of aggression are frowned upon, self-report on appetitive properties of aggressive behavior is highly likely to be impacted by social desirability. Neurological and physiological assessments would greatly substantiate findings in future studies investigating appetitive competition motivation.
Conclusion

The violence experienced by the individuals who have been victimized does not simply dissipate. It damages such an individual, leaving a mark. If the mark is extreme enough or enough marks have accumulated, the victim is traumatized and can even exhibit violence reactionary to the initial threats toward themselves or others, such as against family and community members, i.e. domestic violence or against strangers, i.e. road rage. The violence can also be exhibited proactively toward others. Even when the victim dies immediately after enduring the violence, the violence does not disappear with them. The research has demonstrated that in individuals who perpetrate, each subsequent act of violence increases the likelihood of having a desire to utilize even more violence in the future. The violence did not leave the perpetrator, never to return, rather the violence cycles back, returning to the perpetrator and often growing in intensity with each turn of the cycle. Simply punishing and excluding those who perpetrate does not acknowledge the susceptibility toward violence growing in the victims. And subsequently punishing and excluding the victims who go on to perpetrate violence would only serve to add to the already growing group of “bad guys.” Without addressing the violence growing in all individuals swept up in a context of violence, i.e. those perpetrating, those receiving and the large number of individuals doing both, the cycle will continue. Interventions and treatment options acknowledging both the “good” and the “bad” potential in individuals are likely to prove most effective at stemming the transmission of violence.

Binaries are powerful operationalizations that serve to simplify the complexity of a problem and thereby increase accessibility. While they prove extremely useful in theoretical practice, they can wreak havoc when too generously applied in reality to complex individuals living in complex systems. In the case of cycle of violence, the binary of “good guy” versus “bad guy” implies a unidirectional transmission of violence in which violence terminates in the good guy. And, while there are admissions that some of those good guys go on to hurt other good guys, overall the goodness of most victims is preserved. Most people like to think of themselves as inherently “good” and incapable of perpetrating violence, let alone savoring that violence. Such abhorrent acts are reserved for the others, the bad ones, who are deserving only of punishment and societal exclusion. This type of model placates the larger civil society into understanding that if they are somehow swept up in the cycle of violence, it is simply misfortune and their own “goodness” will remain intact. Furthermore, it removes responsibility from individuals not in contexts of violence because it is simply bad luck for those who are. To accept a more complex model in which individuals are susceptible to perpetration, that individuals are complex and their interaction with others is similarly complex, all the way up to societal and global levels, carries with it the burden that none are immune to the cycle of violence. Additional binaries subsequently begin to arise and be applied to address this growing complexity. Moreover, there is a risk that gender binaries are similarly applied. “Bad guys” are more likely to be males because
females are less prone to violence, situating them more on the “good guy” half of the paradigm. Forcing the overlay of binaries, such as sex or gender, on existing binaries is detrimental to all individuals falling on the males-female and masculine-feminine spectrums respectively. Discarding reductionist binary models embraces the complexity of the reality of the system of violence functioning in the world.

In final summary, this dissertation deconstructs what is commonly understood as the cycle of violence into its respective players and their experiences in an effort to offer fresh insights and suggestions for future directions. Literature on the psychological fallout from the cycle of violence has consistently highlighted that both perpetrators and victims are impacted by the violence. However, this perpetrator-victim binary minimizes the complexity and interconnectedness of individuals exposed to violence. Violence is the result of individual mechanisms of aggression. Many perpetrators were also once victims themselves, and many victims can go on to perpetrate violence against others, depending on whichever forms of aggression are internally at work. Moreover, this binary bleeds over to reinforce other reductionist conceptualizations, such as assuming that males have a higher propensity for enjoying aggression than females. Inasmuch as males and females each have comparable capacities for being traumatized by victimization, they can also similarly find the perpetration of violence appealing. Neither sex is immune to appetitive aggression and should not be underestimated as such in the consideration of mental health interventions and reintegration programs.
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